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PLEASE JOIN US…. 
 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN INFANTRY CORPS (ACT) 2016 ANNUAL DINNER  
 THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2016 
1. The RAR Foundation and the RAR Association (ACT) have joined together to host the Royal 
Australian Infantry Corps (ACT) Annual Dinner which will be held to celebrate the 69th Birthday of 
the Royal Australian Regiment. The Dinner will be held at the Canberra Institute of Technology 
Restaurant (1st Floor, Building K, Constitution Avenue, Reid). 
2. The Hassett Trophy for the “Best Junior Leader in the Regiment” will also be presented at the 
Dinner. 
3. The Dinner is open to all Infantry soldiers and officers in the ACT Region, serving or retired, 
ARA or ARES, including Allied Infantry personnel serving in Canberra. 
4. Dress will be lounge suit, no medals. Timings are 1830 for 1900 hours. Cost is $90.00 per 
head. 
5. To secure your place, please book and pay no later than Thursday 17 November 2016 by: 
*     advising us by mail or e-mail of your acceptance hq@rarfoundation.org.au  making your 
payment; and advising us if you have any special dietary requirements. 
6.     Payment should be made by cheque to the “RAR Foundation” or by direct deposit to: 
* Account Name: RAR Foundation 
* BSB:   112 908 
* Account Number: 043 368 817 
* Description:  Surname/Dinner 
7. Contact the Office Manager, Karen Bornholt, on (02) 6265 9842 between 10.00am and 1.30 
pm Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
or  
Mr Glenn Crosland 
Treasurer RAR Foundation 
Telephone: 02 6265 3217 
Email: glenn.crosland@defence.gov.au 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

2016 has again been a signi�cant year for the 
Royal Australian Regiment. We commemorated 
the 65th anniversaries of two Korean War Battle 
Honours of the Royal Australian Regiment, the 
Battles of Kapyong and Maryang San. We also 
commemorated a 50th anniversary from the 
Vietnam War and another key Battle Honour 
of the Royal Australian Regiment, the Battle of 
Long Tan. 2016 also marked the 50th Birthday 
of the 8th Battalion (8 RAR). 

�e Foundation continues to grow and 2016 
provided a good year for consolidation. 
We are in a strong �nancial position with 
a sound investment strategy which enables 
the Foundation to continue its great work to 
support the soldiers of the Regiment and their 
families. Our Scholarship program continues 
to support children of those who have served 
in the Regiment to achieve an important goal 
of tertiary education. 

Changes to our Board this year has seen the 
departure of Mr Craig Fitzgerald replaced by 
Warrant O�cer Class One Grant McFarlane, 
a former RSM of 3 RAR, 3 Bde and 2 Div. 
�e Infantry Head of Corps also changed at 
the end of 2015 and Brigadier Chris Field 
was replaced by Brigadier Jake Ellwood as an 
Associate Director. I would like to thank Chris 
Field for his service as Head of Corps and his 
work on the Board and also Craig Fitzgerald 
for his service as a Director of the Foundation. 
I welcome Jake Ellwood and Warrant O�cer 
Grant McFarlane to the Board.

A recent Board decision also determined that 
each Battalion of the Regiment and the School 
of Infantry will receive $5,000 each year for the 
next three years to be spent in accordance with 
the objects of the Foundation. �e Secretary 
explains this decision in more detail in his 
report but it is a further demonstration of the 
Foundation’s intent to support the soldiers of 
the Regiment.

I would like to thank Brooke Seivers, our O�ce 
Manager for her great work for the Foundation 
and wish her every success in her new career 
and welcome Karen Bornholt to the Foundation 

as our new O�ce Manager. I would also like to 
thank our Secretary Brigadier Mark Bornholt 
for his e�orts and thank my fellow Directors for 
their e�orts and support throughout the year as 
we continue the great work of the Foundation 
supporting the soldiers of our Regiment.

Mark Kelly AO DSC
Major General 
Chairman

FINANCIAL REPORT

�e �nancial position of the Foundation at the 
end of Financial Year 2016 was:

•	 Net assets at the end of the last �nancial 
year totalled $1,591,882 

•	 Net assets at 1 July 2016 were $1,633,175 
 
Two grants were made in 2015/16 as 
follows: 

•	 $3,954.27  Family trip to Dreamworld for 
terminally ill son 

•	 $4,000 Family expenses for daughters 
funeral and travel 
 
�e Foundation also provided $24,000 for 
Scholarships

Details of our �nancial position can be seen on 
the ACNC website at www.acnc.gov.au
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 2016

2016 was a year of consolidation for the 
Foundation, we have successfully implemented 
our investment strategy and instituted the new 
constitution. We are now well balanced for the 
future and our �nancial position is healthy.  

�ere has been one change to the Board during 
the year. Mr Craig Fitzgerald stood down from 
the Foundation.  He was replaced by Warrant 
O�cer Class Grant McFarlane, previously 
the RSM of 3 RAR and now employed in 
Canberra at the Directorate of Soldier Career 
Management.  �e Head of Corps also changed 
at the end of 2015 and Brigadier Chris Field 
was replaced by Brigadier Jake Ellwood as an 
Associate Director.

�e net result of operations in 2016 was an 
operating pro�t of $41,293 (2015 : $1,033,842 
as a result of the East bequest).  Total Assets 
were $1,633,175 (2015 : $1,591,882).  �ese 
assets are held in cash and managed funds 
in accordance with the Investment Strategy.  
�e annual result re�ects the volatility of the 
stock market in 2016. We currently have 575 
Life Governors (2015 : 565) of whom 139 are 
Benefactors (2015 : 128) and we have 66 regular 
allotters of funds (2015 : 57). 

�e Board decided to increase the number 
of tertiary scholarships to �ve in 2016.  �e 
scholarship continues to provide $3,000 
annually to a child of a soldier who has served 
in the Regiment.  In 2016 we provided a total 
of $29,491 (2015 $21,049) in scholarship funds 
inclusive of administrative charges.

In 2016 we provided $7,954 (2015 $6800) 
in grants to meet the funeral expenses of a 2 
RAR soldier’s daughter and to pay for a family 
holiday for a former 1 RAR soldier currently 
posted to Kapooka whose infant son has a 
terminal illness.  

�e Foundation continued to enjoy the 
corporate support of Spearpoint Solutions and 
Technologies Pty Ltd who represent a range of 
manufacturers into the military and associated 
markets and actively seek out operationally 
proven, unique and innovative products in 

order to support the leading edge in operations.  
Generous additional donations were received 
from our National Benefactors including Mr 
PJ Flower.

Wandering Warriors Incorporated also 
continued to support us and purchased another 
tertiary scholarship to continue to recognise 
the historical link which saw the SASR as a part 
of the Royal Australian Regiment from 1960 to 
1964 and acknowledgment of the critical role 
that the Royal Australian Regiment continues 
to play as the source of the vast majority of 
today’s Special Forces soldiers and o�cers. 

�e Foundation o�ce has matured in 2016 
with all transactions now being completed 
electronically and we completed our move onto 
social media platforms for communication 
with supporters.  �e website continues to be 
the primary source of up to date information.  
Brooke Seivers, the O�ce Manager le� us a�er 
three years when she secured a full time job.  
She has given great service to the organisation 
with her �nest achievements being the 
�nalisation of the data base of supporters, 
management of our social media sites and 
the management of our accounts.  She has 
also produced an excellent work manual to 
ensure our processes and procedures are fully 
documented.  Although gone from the role, 
she has agreed to help us out when needed in 
the future and we have already taken advantage 
of this o�er.  On behalf of the Board I thank 
her for her wonderful e�orts and wish her well 
in full time employment.  Karen commenced 
in the role in April 2016 and has made a good 
start.  We look forward to some stability in the 
O�ce through her and do not anticipate her 
leaving anytime soon.

�e Hassett trophy again resulted in some 
outstanding junior leaders being nominated 
by their respective Battalions.  �e Army Shop 
continued to sponsor the trophy through the 
provision of the perpetual �gurine.  �e 2015 
dinner, combined with the ACT Branch of 
the RAR Association was strongly supported 
and attended by the Chief of Army.  We will 
use the same format this year although slightly 
expanded to invite all local infantrymen. 
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�e Foundation continues to struggle to attract 
currently serving soldiers to become enrolled 
supporters.  Our attempts to focus our e�orts 
on the School of Infantry resulted in a largely 
haphazard response.  

As a result of feedback at the Regimental 
Council regarding the provision of 
discretionary funding, the Board resolved 
that each unit will receive $5,000 each year to 
be spent in accordance with the objects of the 
Foundation for the next three years with a KPI 
that each unit sign up 50 individuals on direct 
debit for a minimum of $5 per fortnight or a 
one o� Life Governor donation by the end of 
year one (Sep 17), 100 by the end of year two 
(Sep 18) and 150 by end of year three (Sep 19).  
Direct Debits will need to be for a minimum 
period of 12 months.   

�e allocation of funding will be reviewed in 
September 19 and units that have met the KPI 
will have their annual allocation increased to 
a minimum of $10,000 per annum.  �e grant 
to units will not impact upon their ability to 
receive grants on application for hardship 
and in accordance with the objects of the 
Foundation.

I think this is a good outcome for units and I 
have urged Commanding O�cers to actively 
publicise this support to their soldiers and 
come up with a plan to sign them up on direct 
debit and meet the KPIs.  

In conclusion 2016 has been a relatively stable 
year.  As always our challenge is to gain the 
support of the soldiers of the Regiment – we 
now have a very strong �nancial base and with 
more support, we can continue to grow.   
  
Mark Bornholt
Secretary
�e Royal Australian Regiment Foundation

HASSETT AWARD FOR 
LEADERSHIP 2016

�e nominees for the Hassett Award for the 
best junior leader in the Regiment for 2016 
were:
. 1 RAR            CPL Rollando Cuellar
. 2 RAR            CPL Michael Rogers
. 3 RAR            CPL Tristan Kennedy
. 5 RAR            CPL Luke Ryder
. 6 RAR            LT Cameron Howell 
. 7 RAR            CPL Stefan Pitruzzello 
. 8/9 RAR        CPL David Dau
. SoI          CPL Gregory Harris

�e winner of the Hassett Award for 2016 is 
Corporal David Dau who will be presented with 
the trophy at the annual dinner in Canberra on 
24 November 16.

Extracts from the CO’s citation:

Corporal David Dau embodies the qualities of 
a junior leader and Non-Commissioned O�cer. 
During the last 12 months he has deployed on 
Task Group Taji 1, participated in three major 
exercises and numerous minor exercises and 
has been tasked to provide instructional support 
to a Mortar Course at the School of Artillery. 
He is held in the highest regard by both his 
subordinates and superiors and personi�es 
Army’s values through his actions as a Junior 
Non-Commissioned O�cer.

Operationally, Corporal Dau has demonstrated 
his breadth of knowledge and outstanding 
professional ability on numerous occasions 
during the Task Group Taji 1 pre-deployment 
training period and subsequently, the 
deployment. �is included the conduct of 
professionally run range activities, exemplary 
performance during mission rehearsal scenarios 
and acting in higher duties roles when his 
Platoon Headquarters was otherwise absent. His 
command of his section and the level of detail 
a�orded to tactical planning was highly e�ective 
ensuring that the safety of the Mentors/Trainers 
was never in question. 

Corporal Dau’s instructional technique is 
consistently at an exceptional standard and 
results in high quality training being delivered 
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to subordinates in a manner which allows for 
easy absorption. Due to the large number of 
operations manned by the 8th/9th Battalion, 
there was a signi�cant shortage of non-
commissioned o�cers in his company a�er 
return from the Taji deployment. 

Despite also acting as platoon sergeant, he 
personally trained the soldiers to a very high 
standard with relevant and quality training. 
He instructs with a very relatable style, adding 
in personal experiences to share with junior 
soldiers where relevant. 

Corporal Dau has demonstrated outstanding 
command and leadership on domestic activities 
during the year, and has also displayed a 
noteworthy ability to step up into platoon 
and even company headquarter roles. During 
Exercise Hamel Corporal Dau was required to 
ful�l platoon sergeant roles due to sta� shortages, 
he continuously fought for information to 
understand the Company level tactical plan so 
that he could provide informed suggestions to 
improve his platoon’s part in it. His motivation 
of the platoon and concern for their welfare 
was exceptional. 

If you are a Life Governor and would like a pin, 
please contact the RAR Foundation o�ce via 
email hq@rarfoundation.org.au  If you would like 
to become a Life Governor there are a few ways 
this is possible. You can send a cheque for $500 to 
the RAR Foundation or you can Direct Deposit 
this amount into our bank account (details 
below). You can also set up a Direct Deposit into 
the RAR Foundation account on a fortnightly 
basis. Once you reach the amount of $500 you 
will become a Life Governor of the Foundation. 
On reaching $1000 you will be recognised 
as a Benefactor. All the information and the 
Enrolment form is available on our website: 

www.rarfoundation.org.au
Click on SUPPORT US NOW.

RAR FOUNDATION BANK DETAILS
BSB: 112 908

ACCT: 043 368 817
REF: Surname/LG or Allotment

RAR FOUNDATION CHRISTMAS 
CARDS AND CD

�e Foundation Christmas Cards are available 
to be purchased from the o�ce. �ey are 
$22.00 for a bundle of 10 including postage and 
handling or they can be collected directly from 
the o�ce.
 
�e CD of regimental tunes and other popular 
band music is also available from the o�ce for 
$18.00 including postage and handling. Payment 
can be made either by cheque to the Foundation 
or by direct deposit to the Foundation bank 
account (details on page 2).
Call the Foundation o�ce for more information 
or visit the website – www.rarfoundation.org.au

LIFE GOVERNOR LAPEL PINS
Lapel pins are available for Life 
Governors. Below is an example of what 
the pin looks like. 
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RAR FOUNDATION 
SCHOLARSHIPS

�e Royal Australian Regiment provides 
tertiary scholarships $3000 each year to 
eligible children of soldiers who are currently 
serving or have served in the Regiment.  
One of these scholarships is managed by the 
Foundation and funded by �e Wandering 
Warriors. �e other scholarships are 
administered by �e Australian Veterans’ 
Children Assistance Trust (AVCAT). 

CRITERIA for SELECTION: More 
information regarding eligibility and its 
terms and conditions is available on the 
AVCATS website www.avcat.org.au but in 
general terms, selection for the scholarships 
relies on three essential criteria:
•	 Must be the legally recognised child of 

a soldier who has served in the Royal 
Australian Regiment regardless of corps 
or gender.

•	 Australian Resident enrolled or planning 
to enrol in full time tertiary education in 
Australia, in an approved course of one or 
more academic year’s duration. Tertiary 
education includes vocationally oriented 
courses at TAFE, business college, art 
school etc.

•	 Must be assessed by AVCAT as having 
the ability to complete the nominated 

course through demonstrated academic 
results. 

 
For more information:

Ph: (02) 9213 7999 Email: avcat@dva.gov.au
Website:  www.avcat.org.au

2016 SCHOLARSHIP 
RECIPIENTS

Mitcheal Allan
My name is Mitcheal 
Allan and I am study-
ing Medical Labora-
tory Science at James 
Cook university.  My 
father served in 2/4 
RAR. When I complete 

my course at university I hope to work in the 
medical scene, not necessarily as a doctor but 
as something similar or more specialised such 
as a job in pathology. �ank you to the RARF 
for your support.

Jake Melville
My name is Jake 
Melville and I am an 
18 year old student 
currently studying a 
Bachelor of Biomedical 
Sciences in my 2nd 
year at James Cook 
University, Townsville. 
My father served with 
2 RAR. My current 

degree is a 3 year course, however, once I have 
completed this degree I would like to continue 
studying in either a Bachelor of Medicine/
Surgery or a Bachelor of Physiotherapy. I 
would prefer to study Medicine a�er my 
current degree and then further specialise into 
something like dermatology. As I was required 
to relocate cities to study my chosen �elds 
at university I had to �nish up with working 
and move houses so the scholarship from the 
RARF has helped to pay for my on campus 
accommodation as well as pay for textbooks 
that were required for the course. Not only 
has the scholarship helped with paying for the 
essential needs at university but it also relieves 
the stress of trying to gather large amounts of 
money quickly that are generally required for 
textbooks.
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Courtney Dole
�is year I enrolled 
in Deakin University 
and moved town to 
Burwood to complete 
my Bachelor of Arts. 
Over the past months 
of studying a range 
of di�erent art based 
classes, ranging from 

Multimedia to Visual Arts, I have decided to 
major in the latter. �is year I’ve completed 
a range of di�erent art and design projects, 
and really developed my skills working with 
traditional and digital media.  It’s thanks to the 
scholarship and the generosity of Wandering 
Warriors that I was able to a�ord the materials 

Madeleine 
Croton
My name is 
Madeleine Croton 
and I study Health 
and Rehabilitation 
Science at Charles 
Sturt University 
(CSU) at the Albury 
campus. I moved 
300km to Albury 
from West Wyalong 
to pursue my 

university degree. I am currently in my third 
year of study and will graduate in 2017. Health 
and rehabilitation science involve the study of 
the human body along with problem based 
learning techniques in a rehabilitation setting. 
We also learn to create funding proposals and 
work through complex rehabilitation cases in 
multidisciplinary health care teams. I chose to 
study health and rehabilitation science because 
of how broad the course is and the freedom I 
have in my future in the way of employment 
or further study. Whatever I do in my future I 
will be forever grateful for the support I have 
received from the Royal Australian Regiment 
Foundation throughout my studies. My father 
served with 5/7 RAR. �is scholarship has 
allowed me to continue studying without the 
burden of �nancial stress on myself and my 
family.

for my projects this year and complete them to 
a high standard. I am very grateful for that, 
my father served in 4 RAR.

EXISTING SCHOLARSHIP 
RECIPIENTS

�e following receipients from 2015 continue 
to receive scholarship support:

Stephanie Bragg  who is in her 2nd year of 
studying Bachelor of Business Management/
International Hotel and Tourism at University 
of Queensland;
Gail Madden who is in her 2nd year of 
studying Bachelor of Fine Arts at Queensland 
University of Technology;
Felicity Ward who is in her 2nd year of 
studying Bachelor of Writing at the University 
of Canberra; and
Jonathon Cooper who is in his 3rd year of 
studying Bachelor of Medicine/Bachelor 
of Surgery at University of Queensland 
and supported by the funding provided by 
Wandering Warriors.
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1 RAR 2016 
CO: LTCOL J.S. Groat, CSC, DSM
RSM: WO1 S.W. McGinley

�e First Battalion, the Royal Australian 
Regiment (1 RAR) maintained it’s enviable 
reputation during 2016 through solid work 
both domestically, with our Papua New Guinea 
partners and others around the globe. 

�e transition from ‘Reset’ to ‘Readying’ saw 
1 RAR shi� from the individual training focus 
of last year towards collective training. �e 
frenetic pace of the General Purpose Battalion 
was experienced throughout the unit as skill-
sets required at the Section, Platoon and 
Combat Team levels were once again re�ned 
and tested. 

Sadly, 2016 commenced with the death of PTE 
Sean Jenkins of Signals Platoon in January. His 
loss was particularly hard on those he deployed 
with in recent years and marked a low point 
of the year, drawing the family of the ‘Big Blue 
One’ together in grief.  
 
Whilst the Battalion started and �nished the 
year as one, it was seldom together in between. 
Alpha Company’s year started under Major 
Luke Wessell and WO2 Anthony Jones, with 
adventure training which saw teams sea-
kayaking o�shore by night, through a storm 
cell around Magnetic and Rattlesnake Islands. 

Bravo Company, lead by Major Glenn Nielson 
and WO2 Ryan Snell, was designated as the 
Battalion’s training and reinforcement company 
in 2016. Charlie Company commenced the 
year with a new sta� from Platoon Sergeant 
up under the command of Major Marshall 
Lawrence and WO2 Wayne Swan. �e Unit’s 
Foundation War Fighting activity in February 
saw the Battalion’s JNCOs put through their 
paces at Townsville Field Training Area 
(TFTA) with a week of professional military 
education, live section attacks and o�ensive 
tasks. �is week con�rmed the skills at Section 
Commander level and set the conditions for 
later Platoon Live Fire events. 

Concurrently, a team of 1 RAR instructors 
departed for Port Moresby, Goldie River 
and Wewak to assist the Papua New Guinea 
Defence Force with the successful conduct 
of Infantry IETs through to mid-April. �e 
commitment was the �rst of two training teams 
sent to Papua New Guinea in 2016 with the 
second moving to Lae in August to assist with 
the Infantry Regimental O�cers Basic Course. 
Exercise OLGETTA WARRIOR continued to 
hold particular signi�cance for 1 RAR with 
the strengthening of ties with our brother 
Battalion, First Battalion, the Royal Paci�c 
Island Regiment (1 RPIR) and successful 
exchanges of our soldiers for training courses 
in both countries.

�e Ri�e Companys completed minor 
exercises at TFTA in March; Alpha 
completing live-�re training whilst Charlie 
conducted a reverse-cycle (night-�ghting) 
dismounted patrol exercise. ‘Fight light’ 
was the simple mantra explored in early 
exercises with lessons learned being put 
into place during Alpha’s rotation at Jungle 

Air Mobile Live Fire Exercise – High Range

Assault Pioneers Breaching
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Following Coral Week, 1 RAR regrouped 
and deployed on its �rst major exercise 
for the year, Exercise CORAL. �is saw 
Battalion Headquarters and Alpha and 
Charlie Companies reinforced with 
elements of 2nd Cavalry Regiment (2 
CAV), sappers from 3rd Combat Engineer 
Regiment (3 CER) and the �repower of 
107 Battery, 4 Regiment, deploy to TFTA 
against an enemy force played by our own 
Bravo Company soldiers. �e combined-
arms training in scenarios ranging from 
complex o�ensive and defensive actions and 
low-intensity ‘stability operations’ enabled a 
thorough examination of 1 RAR procedures 
and capabilities as a modern ‘Battle Group’. 
Lessons from Ex CORAL where well 
learned as evident in the Battalion’s strong 
performances in later brigade and combat 
team exercises.

Opportunity called for Charlie Company 
in August when they were selected to 
be the core of an Exercise Force for the 
Combat Training Centre’s Combat Team 
War�ghter Exercise (CT WFX). WFX’s have 
become the Army’s chief means of testing 
the readiness and ability of �ghting forces 
for operations and Combat Team Charlie 
Company’s (CT-C) e�orts were rigorously 
tested. Two weeks of lead-up training as a 
mechanised combat team augmented by 
Support Company elements, the APCs of 

the Regiment and wider ADF community 
on 1 RAR’s 1965-66 tour of Vietnam and 
the Lieutenants gave a similarly impressive 
presentation on ‘�e Battle of Coral’. 

1 RAR receive the South
Vietnam Cross of Gallantry

Training Wing Tully in April and the 
Platoon Live Fire Exercise (LFX) in early 
May. �is emphasised the challenges for 
Infantry operating in the dismounted role 
with resupply limitations. Bravo Company 
satis�ed a multitude of ‘away team’ support 
tasks across Army and overseas in the �rst 
half of the year. Of note, sta� and trainees 
from 1 RPIR were hosted by Bravo during 
the conduct of JNCO training, qualifying 
the next generation of infantry section 
commanders.

ANZAC Day commemorations saw the CO 
and Alpha Company parade in Ingham, 
Charlie parade in Yungaburra (Afghanistan 
Avenue of Honour), and a Dawn Service 
held at the Battalion’s home at Coral Lines. In 
May, the Battalion proudly hosted Coral Day 
commemorations. ‘Coral Week’ saw 1 RAR 
parade at home where the Battalion received 
the ‘South Vietnam Cross of Gallantry 
Unit Citation with Palm’. �e Battalion’s 
JNCO’s presented to guests from across 

Combat Training Centre War Fighter 

CPL Wheeler – C Coy 
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B Squadron- 2 CAV,  enablers from 3 CER 
and other 3 Bde units, preceded the WFX 
deployment to TFTA. Once deployed as 
CT-C, the force underwent a sustained and 
realistic period of training during which 
every action, process and performance was 
scrutinised by Observer Trainers (OTs) and 
lessons learned immediately adopted into 
new operational procedures. �e sustained 
e�orts by all members of the CT and the 
attitude towards learning and improvement 
gained high-praise from Commander 
3rd Bde, and from supervising sta� who 
commented that CT-C’s performance was 
the best seen in recent years.   
  
As the year progressed, Bravo Company 
grew in strength to be a fully manned sub-
unit, conducting ‘Escape & Evasion’ training 
and developing the Battalion’s proposal for 
an ‘Infantry Fighting Knife’. In October, 
Bravo was attached to 2 CAV as part of Battle 
Group EAGLE (BG EAGLE) for 3 Bde’s 
major exercise. Simultaneously, 1 RAR was 
again reinforced from across 3 Bde to form 
BG CORAL, this time deployed against an 
enemy force represented by the determined 
3rd Battalion.

Beside a demanding exercise schedule, 1 
RAR contributed to the modernisation 
and expansion of infantry capabilities 
across Army. 1 RAR continued to develop 
close combat capability with reality based 
training and the use of ‘Air-so�’ weapon 
simulators and ranges within Coral Lines. 
Section Commanders could now employ 
their sections against a live opposing force 
on a ‘safe two-way range’.

Working with the School of Infantry (SOI) 
throughout the year, 1 RAR assisted with 
development of the new ‘Military Shooting 
Continuum (MSC)’, Army’s improved 
range training progression aimed at fully 
employing improved weapon systems and 
maximising lethality and survivability of our 
soldiers. �e MSC requires members to �re 
and move utilising cover whilst engaging. 

improved targetry at ranges out to 600m. 
�e new ‘shoots’ would not 
have been previously achievable were it not 
for the introduction into service of the new 
EF88 ri�e, enhanced day sight and bipod 
ancillaries. Each Ri�e Company completed 
the initial trial MSC and provided the 
feedback required by Army Headquarters 
for progression of MSC towards Army-wide 
implementation.

DFSW Platoon ventured to South Australia 
on two occasions this year to trial Army’s 
light-weight automatic grenade launcher 
(L-WAGL), the Mark 47. �e weapons 
tabulated data, characteristics and suitability 
were con�rmed during a �rst trial series, 
before soldiers completed further training 
in handling and full employment of the 
system. �e L-WAGL represents a serious 

Reconnaissance Patrol Break Contact 

Mortar Platoon Live Fire 
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team to second place overall.    

1 RAR has bene�ted from solid training and 
hard work throughout 2016. �e Battalion 
looks forward to working alongside the 2nd 
Battalion as Amphibious Ready Group and 
Ready Battle Group responsibilities are met 
in 2017.  

2 RAR 2016
CO: LTCOL M.B. Bassingthwaighte, 
DSM
RSM: WO1 T. Morris 

�e Battalion has had another extremely 
busy year in 2016. �e year commenced with 
the consolidation of foundation war�ghting 
skills and the progression of the Australian 
Amphibious Force (AAF) capability. �e 
Battalion’s main e�ort for 2016 was the 
achievement of Amphibious Ready Unit 
(ARU) certi�cation through the SEA SERIES 
Exercises. Its supporting e�ort was the 
deployment of ARE Alpha on EX RIMPAC 
16 (EX SEA MASTER), which represented 
the ADF’s largest ever commitment to the 
exercise.

�e foundation was set early in 2016 with 
the military skills diagnostic exercise. �is 
competition, which was eventually won 
by a section of RSS Platoon, provided an 
excellent framework for the selection of the 
Battalion’s Duke of Gloucester Cup Team. 
More importantly, it served to govern the 
sub-unit focus areas for the following ten-
week �eld training and live-�re program. 
�is program was designed to progress from 
individual skills to ATL/S 3CA.

While the Battalion commenced the 
foundation war�ghting training program, 
it was interrupted in late February when 
tropical Cyclone Winston struck the Fijian 
archipelago. Elements of the Battalion 
subsequently deployed at short notice 
onboard HMAS Canberra for OPERATION 
FIJI ASSIST 16 (OP FA 16). Elements of 
Battalion Headquarters and the Pre-Landing 

improvement to the �repower available to 
an infantry platoon or company and will 
be introduced into service across Army in 
2017.

�e Battalion’s Support Company worked 
alongside Special Operations Command 
(SOCOMD) in the development of several 
capabilities, participating in training that 
was mutually bene�cial and establishing 
the groundwork for future cooperation in 
training and operational settings. Vehicle 
mounted reconnaissance skills (an essential 
capability in a modern Combat Brigade), 
participation in sniper practices in urban 
and �eld environments and support to 
the 2016 SOCOMD reinforcement cycle 
increased knowledge and enabled skill 
transfer into the Battalion.

Admin Company busily underwent several 
changes during the year in anticipation 
of a reduction of 20 RACT and RAEME 
positions from 1 RAR in 2017. On exercise, 
new mechanisms for providing logistic and 
technical support to the ri�e companies 
were trialled and re�ned. Transport Platoon 
conducted driver training continuously 
in 2016 qualifying 185 1 RAR soldiers on 
platforms ranging from Bushmaster PMV to 
light All-Terrain Vehicles (ATV). Adventure 
Training at Cape Bedford further enhanced 
driver skill-sets in Admin Company with 
participants testing the limits of their 
abilities in both Land Rover and G-Wagon 
vehicle types. 

On the competition front, 1 RAR performed 
strongly with several podium �nishes in 2016. 
In the Duke of Gloucester Cup, 1 RAR’s team 
led by CPL James Dastlik �nished second 
overall, continuing the trend of recent strong 
�nishes (second place in 2014 and �rst in 
2015). At AASAM, CPL Benjamin Swancutt 
and CPL Matthew Hawker conquered the 
Sniper Pair competition, PTE Clark placed 
second overall in the Army individual 
shooter rankings, and SGT Ben Johnsen 
and CPL Joshua Protani coached the 1 RAR 
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Force would go on to execute Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief operations 
around the Koro and Taveuni Islands from 2 
– 20 March. OP FA 16 proved a resounding 
operational and strategic success – further 
validating the Battalion’s contribution 
to raising and training the amphibious 
capability.

Meanwhile, Support Coy platoons were 
just as busy, honing their subject matter 
expertise, culminating with the successful 
conduct of EX BUSU LIGHT at Townsend 
Island, Shoalwater Bay Training Area. 
While many elements of the Company were 
deployed to Fiji at the time, the training 
opportunity provided by this exercise 
was excellent and the full amphibious 
mission pro�les that were completed at the 
conclusion of the activity proved extremely 
valuable. Furthermore, the activity proved 
important in achieving the prerequisite live-
�re certi�cation prior to the commencement 
of EX SEA SABRE 16.

On EX SEA SABRE, sub-units integrated 
Support Company and armoured assets into 
several days of intensive live-�re activity, 
certifying both Amphibious Ready Elements 
to ATL/S 5B. A and B Companies were able 
to a�rm their development as an ARE 
and further their foundation of capability. 
�is foundation was enhanced by an air-
mobile operation as part of the execution 
of a number of full mission pro�les on 
Rattlesnake and Herald Islands that also saw 
RSS Platoon conduct a steep-incline rope 
insertion.

ARE Alpha and elements from 2 CAV 
REGT, 3 CSSB, 3 CSR, 3 CER, 10 FSB and 
the RAAF, deployed on Exercise Rim of the 
Paci�c (RIMPAC) 16 in mid-June aboard the 
RAN’s �agship, the Landing Helicopter Dock 
(LHD) HMAS Canberra. �e 348-person 
strong Landing Force were augmented by 
two US Marine Corps Platoons from the 
2nd Battalion, 3rd Marine Regiment (2/3 
Bn) and a Coy HQ and Platoons from the 

Royal New Zealand Infantry Regiment 
(RNZIR) and His Majesty’s Armed Forces 
of Tonga (HMAF). �e latter relationship 
was formalised through the temporary re-
raising of Victor Coy, and the Battalion title, 
“2 RAR / NZ Landing Force”, in homage 
to the integration that occurred in March 
1968. �is formed the largest land force 
commitment in RIMPAC history.

�e �rst Harbour Phase at MCBH proved 
invaluable to the e�ective force integration 
of the Battalion Landing Team and their 
USMC counterparts, before re-deploying 
to Pohakuloa Training Area (PTA), Hawaii 
Island. 

PTA proved an excellent location for live-
�ring and saw the Battalion engage in 
Sniper/Marksman practices, �re-team 
assault grenade practices, static high-
explosive weapons practices and section to 
platoon live-�re and manoeuvre, supported 
by DFSW, Mortars and Snipers. 108 Battery, 
2 RAR’s organic �re support unit, conducted 
a Joint Coalition Fire Support Coordination 
Exercise (FSCEX) alongside Weapons 
Company 2/3 Bn and A Battery, 1/12 (1st 
Battalion, 12th Marines) and utilising a 
range of delivery platforms (including 
Close-Air Support) and weapon systems, 
including F18 Super-Hornet, AH-1 Cobra, 
AH1Z Viper (Huey), 155mm Artillery and 
81mm Mortars. 

�e FSCEX concluded with participation 
in a 155mm Gun-line Artillery raid. �e 
ASLAV Troop, call-sign V12, conducted a 
partnered exercise with the Combined Anti-
Armour Team (CAAT), 2/3 Bn, and �red 
their armament alongside TOW missiles.

�e Coalition partnership was put to the test 
as the Battalion Landing Team e�ectively 
secured a Beach Landing Site at Bellows 
Beach, then subsequently seized and secured 
several objectives in built-up terrain. Small 
Boats Platoon inserted the Pre-Landing Force 
(including Reconnaissance and Snipers) by 
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3 RAR 2016 
CO : LTCOL G.J.S. Cornelia, CSM
RSM: WO1 B.M. Doyle

�e force generation cycle’s ‘Reset’ year 
o�ered the 3rd Battalion an opportunity to 
focus on foundation war �ghting, initially 
at the lower levels and then graduating 
to company/combat team. 2016 was an 
excellent training year for 3 RAR, galvanising 
individual soldier skills and challenging the 
platoon and company command teams to 
conduct manoeuvre operations as part of 
Battle Group Kapyong. At induction the 
CO’s message was clear: ‘Old Faithful’ would 
be ‘combat ready’ and ‘combat capable’. With 
the new RSM, WO1 Brad Doyle, back in 
‘Old Faithful’, the Battalion was poised to 
progress onto the next phase in the force 
generation cycle.

Due to the Battalion’s commitments later in 
the year, we conducted all specialist courses 
at the start of the year. �is schedule placed 
the majority of 3 RAR soldiers on courses 
and most of the NCO’s were absorbed 
into sta�ng roles, developing capability 
through honing specialist and instructor 
skills. During February and March 2016 
the Battalion successfully ran a Basic 
DFSW, Mortars, Signals, Pioneers, Snipers, 
Reconnaissance and several drivers courses 
locally. Additionally, 3 RAR provided 
instructor support to RMC Duntroon, the 
School of Infantry and deployed a mobile 
mentor team to Papua New Guinea. 

�e ADJT Kapyong Parade

zodiac, then made way for the ABT to set 
the conditions for Bushmasters and ASLAV 
to lodge ashore. 2 RAR played a central role 
in three-ship Amphibious Ready Group 
(ARG) operations throughout RIMPAC, 
ahead of conducting ARG operations as part 
of the Australian Amphibious Force next 
year. �e ‘free-play’ amphibious lodgement 
at Marine Corps Training Area – Bellows 
(Beach) provided a superb opportunity to 
rehearse as a Battalion Landing Team, as 
part of an ARG. 

While ARE Alpha were away in Hawaii, 
B Company remained busy in Australia, 
running a SIO–S course, providing non-
platform support and conducting valuable 
training during their Jungle Training Wing 
– Tully sub-unit rotation. 

�e company performed to an excellent 
standard and were encouraged by JTW’s 
feedback that they were the “strongest sub-
unit” they had trained this year. �e rotation 
culminated with EX TRUE GRIT, which 
successfully challenged soldiers’ physical 
and mental resilience while generating 
section and platoon cohesion.

Upon ARE Alpha’s return to Australia, the 
unit was given a chance to take leave prior to 
Force Concentrating for EX SEA RAIDER 
16. �e Battalion will participate in the 
LFX component of the 3 BDE activity, EX 
BROLGA RUN, con�rming certi�cation of 
ATL/S 5B.

Rounding out a busy 2016, the Battalion 
will conduct the full suite of individual 
Foce Generation courses before departing 
on some well earned leave over Christmas. 
Despite the high tempo this year, 2017 
promises to be even busier as the Battalion 
continues to earn and embody its motto, 
‘Second to None’.
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Having completed the courses period it 
was time to focus on the collective �ghting 
power of ‘Old Faithful’, beginning by 
re�ning the fundamental building block 
of any infantry battalion, the ri�e section. 
Section level training culminated in the 
conduct of 3 RAR’s section competition, 
the OPIE Trophy (an annual 3 RAR event 
named a�er the venerable Major Len Opie, 
DCM). �is week long activity was broken 
into three challenging components; a live 
�re section attack by day and night, a day 
and night navigation exercise and a military 
skills bullring. Each section performed to 
a high standard, demonstrating that as a 
team and individually, could ‘move, shoot, 
communicate and patch up’. Participants 
also displayed strong team cohesion. �e 
Battalion’s section commanders successfully 
commanded their teams through a myriad 
of tactical challenges and con�rmed their 
pro�ciency in infantry section leading. 

During the conduct of the OPIE Trophy, 4th 
Field Regiment, Royal Australian Artillery, 
provided a section of Gunners to compete, 
also performing to a high standard. Other 
guests included a section from the 2nd 
Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian 
Light Infantry Regiment (2 PPCLI). �e 
Canadians performed exceptionally well 

and came fourth out of twenty seven 
sections! �is was an outstanding e�ort 
in the 31 degree heat and the dust at High 
Range (without any acclimatisation from 
the Canadian spring). �e tactical ability of 
2 PPCLI’s team was evident throughout and 
the CO and RSM were particularly impressed 
by the night live �re attack conducted by 
Sergeant Lewis and his men. �e battle 
drills, discipline and espirit de corps shown 
by the 2 PPCLI team was a great credit to 
the Canadian Army. �is was all part of a 
unit to unit exchange program and also 
involved a section from 3 RAR’s Support 
Company, led by CPL Daniel Van Stappen 
(Recon PL) and LT Iain Best (Contingent 
Commander, Signals PL), being embedded 
with 2 PPCLI. During this period the 3 RAR 
section deployed with the 2 PPCLI’s Recon 
PL on the Canadian Army’s equivalent of 
a Combined Arms Training Activity. �is 
activity exposed the Australian soldiers to 
the conduct of a mechanised reconnaissance 
as part of a larger mechanised Battle Group 
in complex terrain generated by the cold 
and harsh Canadian environment. 

�e close relationship 
between 3 RAR and 
2 PPCLI started 
65 years ago at the 
Battle of Kapyong. 
Both units fought 
alongside each other 
in defensive positions 
in the Kapyong valley. 
�is year marked the 
65th anniversary of 
the Battle of Kapyong, 
remembered and 
c o m m e m o r a t e d 
by ‘Old Faithful’ at 
Lavarack Barracks 
during the Kapyong 

Day Parade.  �e parade was reviewed by 
the Forces Commander, MAJGEN P.W. 
‘Gus’ Gilmore, AO, DSC. During the parade, 
distinguished guest Colonel Don Beard, AM, 
RFD, ED, attached the Kapyong Streamer to 

 3 Platoon Ex BROLGA WALK
CPL Besanvalle and 
CAPT Hine at the 

Kapyong Memorial
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JADE. �is provided 3 RAR the opportunity 
to work in a defensive and o�ensive capacity 
next to �ai soldiers, mentoring them on 
Australian bushcra�, defensive works and 
weapons systems and allowed for a cross-
cultural experience.

Over the May to July period C Company was 
away from the fold – supporting the Royal 
Military College and the School of Armour 
at Puckapunyal for 10 weeks. �e training 
was superb – with Combat Team training 
supported by M1A1 MBT, ASLAV and 
M113 AS4 as a part of Ex REAPERS RUN 
and subsequently Ex GAUNTLET STRIKE. 
Upon our return from EX BROLGA WALK, 
‘Old Faithful’ also supported the local 
community with a 42km march to raise 
money for the AEIOU foundation. �e 
marathon distance march was conducted at 
Pallarenda and �e Strand with marching 
order of 25% body weight, and provided 3 
RAR an opportunity to raise awareness for 
children with autism.  It also demonstrated 
3 RAR’s commitment to community 
engagement in Townsville. �e march was 
successfully completed in under 9 hours by 
almost all participants. 3 RAR has formed a 
fruitful support relationship with 15 Army 
Cadet Unit in 2016 and also re-raised 3 RAR 
Pipes and Drums with the support of 2 RAR 
– who conducted a Basic Pipes and Basic 
Drums Course for us in July and August.

A�er a busy �rst half of 2016, 3 RAR 
entered a period of reduced tempo during 
June/July with the exception of 1 Platoon 
who deployed to Cultana Training Area in 
support of EX HAMEL 2016. �e winning 
section from Opie Trophy was put through 
their paces in the RSM’s challenge as they 
had been selected to represent ‘Old Faithful’ 
in the Duke of Gloucester competition at 
Singleton in August 2016. CPL Mark Visynai 
led a section from Support Company, under 
the training direction of SGT �omas. �e 
3 RAR section performed in all facets of 
the competition, successfully winning the 
DoG Cup itself, the OSCMAR Trophy for 

the Battalion’s Regimental Colour. One of 
the last remaining veterans of the Battle of 
Kapyong, the unit was honoured by Colonel 
Beard’s involvement in the Battalion’s most 
signi�cant ceremonial event for 2016. �e 
parade was devised by the RSM to be one to 
remember: it involved all �ve companies of 
the Battalion, who marched on through each 
other and had the advance and review order 
in ‘assault formation’.  3 RAR also dispatched 
CAPT Alex Hine and CPL Rob Besanvalle 
as our Battalion’s representatives in South 
Korea to join in the ceremonies being held 
at Kapyong.

With OPIE Trophy and the Kapyong Day 
complete, we turned our attention to our 
�rst major �eld exercise, EX BROLGA 
WALK, which commenced in late May. 
�is exercise consisted of a series of live 
�re mounted and dismounted activities by 
night and by day conducted at Platoon level. 
Platoon Commanders were tested on their 
planning, orders and execution of tasks 
along with their sections’ ability to operate 
within a platoon. �ese live �re exercises 
were designed as a full mission pro�le with 
complex tasks requiring coordination of 
Support Company assets and armoured 
personnel carriers. Although the tasks 
proved challenging; each platoon rose to 
the occasion and gave a solid performance 
during what was generally their �rst activity 
as a platoon for the year. �ese learning 
opportunities assisted in further developing 
the foundation war �ghting skills of 3 RAR, 
both in dismounted and combined arms 
settings. Additionally, A and B Companies 
conducted a dismounted defensive blank 
�re activity which further allowed platoons 
to practice their trade in a defensive setting. 
�e revision of both basic o�ensive and 
defensive skills would prove invaluable in 
the upcoming exercises and will provide 
the foundation for ‘Old Faithful’s’ combat 
capability moving into 2017. �roughout 
the conduct of EX BROLGA WALK, 3 RAR 
also hosted a company of infantry from the 
Royal �ai Army as part of EX TEMPLE 
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battle endurance, the Gurkha Trophy for 
best on ground during the live �re contest 
and placing second and third in another two 
competitions. CPL Visynai was presented 
with the RSM’s Award as the winning Section 
Commander. �is was an outstanding result 
for the 3 RAR team, and ‘a combat indicator’ 
of the strong ethos and commitment to 
professionalism that has been quintessential 
to 3 RAR in 2016. 

�e victory in the Royal Australian 
Regiment’s premier competition was 
announced to the Battalion as it deployed on 
EX KAPYONG WARRIOR in mid-August. 
�is exercise saw BG Kapyong deploy as a 
dismounted force with Aviation and Artillery 
support against a free play enemy provided 
by A Squadron, 2nd Cavalry Regiment. 
�e Squadron of ASLAVs, bolstered by 
infantry from 3 RAR’s Mortar Platoon and 
Electronic Warfare detachments, provided 
a formidable challenge to the Battle Group 
at all levels. It also demonstrated the 
�exibility and potency of light infantry 
combined arms teams (we were supported 
by Artillery, and simulated ARH and Close 
Air Support). �e exercise consisted of an 
air mobile/simulated TALO insertion into 
Benning Air�eld, an advance, a defence 
and culminated with Battle Group Kapyong 
conducting a deliberate attack. In�ltration, 
use of ground, a Marine style Air-Ground 
Task Force methodology and deception 
were key to Battle Group Kapyong’s success! 

In addition to the major undertakings of the 
year, 3 RAR has also seen some success in 

the 3 BDE sports competition, successfully 
winning the AFL and Rugby competitions. 
3 RAR’s AFL team, captained by CPL Zach 
�ompson, defeated 3 CSSB in the Grand 
Final and our Rugby team (team captain 
LCPL Wesley Robe) defeated 4 Regt to win 
in a hard fought game. O� the �eld, a 3 RAR 
section under CPL Tristan Kennedy won 
the BDE Obstacle Course competition and 
3 RAR has also won the BDE Cross Country 
and the BDE Tug of War.

Other extra-curricular activities included 
‘Old Faithful’s’ contribution to the 3 BDE 
Good Ideas Expo with a demonstration of 
the ‘Fight Light’ concept that was trialled by 
3 RAR during EX KAPYONG WARRIOR. 
�is concept yielded positive results and 
identi�ed kit and capability shortfalls. It 
also demonstrated the signi�cant bene�ts 
of the new Soldier’s Combat Ensemble. 3 
RAR’s DFSW PL also presented the concept 
of splitting DFSW into two platoons; Anti 
Armour PL and SFMG PL. �is would 
allow each platoon to specialise in these 
roles and provide exceptional capability to 
the Battalion in their roles.  Signals PL also 
presented their concept for exploiting HF 
Wave Form for situational awareness and 
Image Transfer. 

With 3 RAR’s upcoming operational 
commitments in 2017, the training year of 
2016 has enabled 3 RAR to re�ne foundation 
war�ghting skills and develop specialist 
capabilities. As ‘Old Faithful’ progresses 
into the next phase of the cycle and begins 
focusing on more mission speci�c training, 
the standards we have achieved in 2016 will 
no doubt contribute to further to success.

With PPCLI
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Sections began by rehearsing their individual 
skills and manoeuvre before conducting 
live �re section attacks. �ey rapidly 
progressed to platoon attacks, both by day 
and night, integrating all section weapons 
from ri�e and grenade through to heavy 
machine guns and anti-armour weapons. 
�e exercise progressed, seeing our Ri�e 
Companies conduct live �re combat team 
assaults on enemy defensive positions, 
with Support Company providing danger 
close �re missions and suppression from 
DFSW. �is suppression included heavy 
machine guns, automatic grenade launchers 
and intimate Anti-armour to enable the 
destruction of hardened positions as well 
as the employment of javelins to destroy 
reinforcing armour. It was at this point, 
5 RAR achieved a major milestone not 
achieved within the RAR over the last 10 
years, with the conduct of mortar live �re 
missions overhead of advancing troops. 
With our Company dismounted live �re 
pro�ciencies assured, the Battalion rolled 
heavy conducting a series of Mechanised 
Combat Team attacks with Tank, Engineer 
and 8/12 Regiments’ 155mm guns in 
support. 

5 RAR 2016
CO: LTCOL P.Shields, MBE
RSM: WO1 R.Rootham

�e 5th Battalion started the year at full pace 
and has continued to power through 2016. 
A�er returning from leave the Battalion 
rapidly recommenced preparations for 
assuming the responsibilities of Ready 
Battalion Group and undertaking a 
demanding suite of collective training events 
in the lead-up to and conduct of Exercise 
HAMEL. 

A�er a short few weeks in Binh Ba Lines, 
the Battalion deployed 2500km south 
with the remainder of the Brigade to 
the Cultana Training Area to conduct 
Exercise PREDATORS GALLOP. Exercise 
PREDATORS GALLOP saw the Battalion 
undertake a high tempo six week �eld 
training program, progressing from section 
level through to the combined arms joint 
enabled Battlegroup level. Battlegroup 
Tiger was put through its paces, and the 
soldiers moved through a series of blank 
and live �ring training events covering 
our foundation war�ghting roles through 
to stability operations. Battlegroup Tiger 
expanded to include M1A1 Tank, M113AS4 
APC Squadron, two Combat Engineer 
Squadrons, A Company 7RAR and a 
Combat Service Support Team inclusive a 
Protected Mobility Troop. EX PREDATORS 
GALLOP certainly helped cement the 
strong relationships 5 RAR holds with its 
engineers, artillery, armour, medical and 
logistical support elements which would set 
the Battalion up for success come Exercise 
HAMEL. 
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�e culmination of events on Exercise 
PREDATORS GALLOP saw Battlegroup 
Tiger �rstly conduct an opposed blank �re 
mechanised advance, river crossing and 
multiple attacks on a series of well prepared 
defensive positions. �e Battalion employed 
manoeuvre to rapidly penetrate the enemy’s 
defences from an unexpected direction 
and then decisively seize the position with 
intimate tank support. �e �nal event saw the 
Battlegroup conduct a live �re mechanised 
advance inclusive two Combat Team attacks 
and a Battlegroup two-up assault with an 
obstacle breach to �nish the enemy force. 
�e Battalion achieved excellent results 
through the coordinated and e�ective use of 
all combined arms capabilities and weapon 
systems, from the ri�eman, to the Air Force 
Hornets in support, to close with and kill 
the enemy. At the end of six weeks tough 
training, the Battalion announced that C Coy 
would deploy with 1st Armoured Regiment 
as part of Task Group Taji Iraq in late 2016 
with the remainder of the Battalion would 
concentrate on preparing for the Ready 
Battlegroup role.

A�er a long trip back to Darwin and a short 
period of leave, it was time for Exercise 
READY TIGER. All of the Battalion worked 
hard to meet the standards required to 
deploy at short notice including Helicopter 
Underwater Escape Training (HUET), 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and 
Nuclear training (CBRN), �rst aid and 
shooting to name but a few. �e United States 
Marine Corps rotation arrived in Darwin 
and the soldiers were happy to meet with our 
Infantry counterparts and begin operating 

with them. Before we knew it, it was May and 
the Battalion was back o� to Cultana once 
more to conduct Ex PREDATOR’S STRIKE, 
leading into Ex HAMEL as the Battalion’s 
certi�cation exercise to take over as the RBG 
in the Ready Brigade. During this time the 
Battalion also integrated with Combat Team 
Possum from the1st Aviation Regiment, 
the High Readiness Response Company, A 
Company 1st Battalion Royal New Zealand 
Infantry Regiment,  and at a later stage Hell 
Coy from the US Army, making Battlegroup 
Tiger a mini-coalition.

Ex HAMEL was both challenging and 
rewarding with the Battalion conducting 
the full spectrum of warfare, from Stability 
Operations to Joint Land Combat. �e town 
of Whyalla provided the initial stage for 
Battlegroup Tiger to e�ect a non-combatant 
evacuation operation (NEO), enabled by 
the advance force operations from the 
2nd Commando Regiment. �e Battalion 
prepared to launch a Tactical Air-Land 
operation from Edinburgh, however, had 
to quickly realign to a combined C130 air-
land, CH47 air-mobile, motorised and foot 
insertion. Conducting a NEO in an active 
town of 25,000 people with a militant threat 
group (in the form of 6RAR), provided an 
excellent training opportunity to prepare the 
Battalion for its potential future operational 
contingency requirements. �e exercise was 
testing at times with the Companies needing 
to deal with and process evacuees of all ages, 
dispersed with the occasional rioters and 
militia attacks, of which the MPs and their 
dogs proved their worth in such situations. 
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Battalion proudly. With our focus on being 
the Ready Battlegroup, the Battalion shi�ed 
gears in practicing our high readiness 
contingency force elements on Exercise 
NORTHERN SHIELD and strengthening 
our relationships with the Indonesian Army 
(TNI) on Exercise WIRRA JAYA.

August to September saw B Company take 
the led to work with a Company from the 
TNI 203rd Mech Battalion on Exercise 
WIRRA JAYA held in Darwin. Exercise 
WIRRA JAYA was the �rst Company level 
exercise the TNI have conducted in Australia 
in 21 years, and presented an excellent 
opportunity for both Armies to work closer 
together to build interoperability and 
strengthen relationships. B Company led 
and excellent training program focusing on 
motorised and urban operations, leading to 
a highly e�ective integrated urban assault 
demonstration at the Urban Training Facility 
in Mt Bundy for the combined Indonesian 
and Australian delegation. �e exercise 
concluded with a dinner at Crocodylus Park 
which was attended by TNI MAJGEN T 
Lakhsmana and greatly enjoyed by all.

During this period D Company, as the 
Ready Combat Team (RCT), deployed on 
Exercise NORTHERN SHIELD. Once the 
call came, the Battalion stood up as the 
Ready Battlegroup and deployed the RCT 
with up 250 personnel and over 45 vehicles 
as part of a Joint Task Force into Western 
Australia to secure the towns of Broome 
and Derby. D Company were always on 
the front foot, conducting a series of 
intelligence led targeting and apprehension 

Battlegroup Tiger then shaped up for the 
battle of Iron Knob. A�er conducting 
a dismounted clearance operation, the 
Battalion staged to conduct a night 
airmobile insertion and dawn attack. No 
plan survives �rst contact, and as the �rst 
wave of helicopters li�ed from the Battalion 
PZ, we soon found ourselves in contact with 
a Tank counter attack force, necessitating a 
Battalion size break contact to re-establish 
a new PZ and continue with the mission. 
�e soldiers displayed excellent resilience 
and the Battlegroup was able to keep the 
mission on track, particularly given the 
outstanding work from Reconnaissance 
Platoon in coordinating the recycling of 
the CH47s and activating alternate LZs 
while the Battalion was on the move. �e 
Battalion bounced back, and was able to 
rally together and launch a dismounted 
attack at dawn with 1st Armoured Regiment 
providing �re support. �e Tiger Battalion 
conducted a seven hour �ght through of the 
town of Iron Knob, ultimately destroying 
the enemy and securing the objective. �e 
Tiger Battalion was cold, wet and weary at 
the end of Ex HAMEL, however, the soldiers 
achieved excellent results and the Battalion 
was in a strong position to line up and tackle 
any challenge that may come its way as the 
Ready Battlegroup.

�e 5th Battalion has grown and gone 
from strength to strength. Our manning 
has increased and there have been a 
large number of promotions to JNCO to 
recognise the good work, skills, capabilities 
and attitudes of our soldiers. �e 5 RAR 
Duke of Gloucester Cup team performed 
exceptionally well and represented the 
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operations which seized a number of key 
enemy personnel, much to their frustration. 
Exercise NORTHERN SHIELD was a 
rewarding exercise for the entire RCT, and 
the team distinguished themselves as the 
force of choice within the Joint Task Force.

Looking forward to the immediate future, 
the Battalion remains busy with the 
development of JNCOs, growing specialist 
quali�cations, conducting Infantry 
Integrated Combat training, combat 
shooting, resilience training, dominating 
the Brigade sports competition as well as 
preparing C Company for deployment to 
Iraq. 

�e Tiger Battalion has had a hectic year, 
having weathered the storm of readying 
and achieved excellent results at every 
challenge. �e soldiers and o�cers continue 
to uphold our tradition as a proud, tough 
and professional Battalion. 

6 RAR 2016 
CO : LTCOL J. Hunter
RSM: WO1 C. Batty

2016 has been an exciting year for the 6th 
Battalion, �e Royal Australian Regiment 
with an array of commitments that have 
tested the soldiers of the Battalion while 
sustaining the highest standards of readiness 
as the Ready Battle Group (RBG). In barracks 
the focus has been upon Regimental 
customs and traditions while �eld training 
has seen an emphasis on combined arms 
teaming as well as the development of 
the next generation of support Company 
soldiers. Concurrently, the Battalion has 
competed against its peers in a variety of 
competitions with some excellent results. 
�is has all contributed to a �rm position in 
the reset phase as the Battalion commences 
its journey on the ‘Road to Ready’ in 2018. 

2016 commenced with the 6th Battalion’s 
continuation of Ready Battalion Group 
(RBG) duties in support of Contingency 
Operations. �e challenge of maintaining 
the required standards of readiness was 
achieved through regular DP1, UAC and 
other administrative inspections, as well 
as through the continued professionalism 
and self-discipline of all the soldiers and 
o�cers of the Battalion. �e learning point 
for 7 Bde’s �rst RBG was the Battalion’s strict 
adherence to standards and procedures 
which has underwritten the strong culture 
of readiness now paramount in 6 RAR  
regardless of the force generation phase. 

In 2016 the Battalion deployed on two major 
training exercises.  In May the Battalion 
deployed to Shoal Water Bay Training 
Area on EX DIAMOND STRIKE as part 
of 7th Combat Brigade to conduct live 
�re defensive training with the US Army, 
US Marines and Japanese Ground Self 
Defence Force. �e Battalion was required 
to block the advancing threat which saw it 
occupy and develop a complex dismounted 
defensive position with the full suite of 
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Knob. Prior to the culminating battle, D Coy 
was embraced by the passionate locals who 
regularly cooked meals for them, invited the 
soldiers for the occasional sneaky nine holes 
and even volunteered their own vehicles 
to act as enemy ‘technicals’. During the 
Battle, the local spectators were treated to 
numerous complex scenarios which were 
pleasingly developed on the initiative of the 
D Coy soldiers. Ultimately, however, the 
soldiers ‘fell’ gallantly in battle for the glory 
of the tyrannical Kamarian government.

A�er returning to barracks the Battalion 
handed over responsibilities of RBG to sister 
Battalion: 5 RAR. As a mark of the change, 
the unit also reverted from the trusty Slouch 
Hat to the Ri�e Green Beret. For the soldiers 
it was an import change marking completion 
of contingency duties done and the return 
to an iconic symbol of the Battalion’s 
heritage. Shortly therea�er, the Battalion 
commemorated the 50th anniversary of the 
Battle of Long Tan. A regimental parade 
with combined united drum head service 
was reviewed by His Excellency General the 
Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove, AK, MC 
(Retd) at Gallipoli Barracks. Moreover, the 
parade received a number of government 
and military dignitaries and hosted a 
number of the veterans of the battle and 
their families. A�er a superior drill display 
(for which the Battalion was subsequently 
awarded the General Morrison Trophy), the 
Battalion hosted the veterans and guests in 
a reception in Long Tan Lines which was 
redecorated in ‘Nui Dat’ garb. What followed 
was an unforgettable evening enhanced with 
John Schumann’s acoustic performance of ‘I 
Was Only 19’. More importantly, the spirit of 
family and camaraderie was clearly evident 
among the Battalion’s veterans and current 
serving soldiers. 

Complementing this, the Battalion has 
consistently performed well in several 
competitions. In May SGT Joshua Raward 
led the 6 RAR team at AASAM and achieved 

Battalion weapons. Despite the arduous 
nature of the task (and some rather large 
rocks) the soldiers understood what was 
required and demonstrated their resilience 
and self-discipline. On a lighter note while 
touring the defensive position (a�er stage 
3 had been achieved), the CO and RSM 
happened to come across a PL in which 
every member (less those on piquet) were 
fast asleep (including the PHQ). Having 
con�rmed the Battalion had not been the 
subject of a chemical attack… the CO 
ensured he stepped carefully and spoke 
so�ly… lest he wake the soldiers…
�e culminating activity of the exercise 
was the Brigade’s combined-arms defensive 
battle by the multi-national force. �e 6th 
Battalion comprised the forward le� of the 
defensive position and participated in a 13 
hour battle by day and night. �is complex 
live �re defence involved the employment 
of all Infantry weapons systems, with some 
of the larger calibre systems reportedly 
causing shock (and awe) amongst the 
civilian observers! Of course, Admin Coy 
conducted the valued behind the scenes 
work for the Battalion providing consistent 
resupplies and casualty evacuation before, 
during and a�er the �nal defensive battle. 
Despite being in the Brigade Maintenance 
Area, the soldiers also developed their 
position to stage three and integrated with 
the Battalion’s sub-units when required. 

Before transitioning from the Ready Phase, 
the Battalion deployed to Cultana Training 
Area for EX HAMEL 16. In doing so, the 
Battalion was tasked with operating as a 
hybrid enemy force in which it employed 
a mixture of conventional and asymmetric 
threat techniques. �is unique opportunity 
provided the Battalion with a valuable insight 
into an insurgent enemy force operating 
among a live population. �e lessons learned 
will no doubt assist the Battalion as it begins 
posturing for certi�cation in 2018.  Of note 
during the exercise was the conduct of D 
Coy who gave the multi-national coalition 
a bloody nose as it attempted to clear Iron 
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a second place �nish. Overall the soldiers 
performed exceptionally well, taking home 
a total of 27 medals including eight gold 
medals, 11 silver medals and eight bronze 
medals. PTEs Hat�eld, Anderson and Cross 
all shot to a standard earning them the 
coveted Reefed Crossed Ri�es from the Chief 
of Army. Similarly, the annual Battalion 
Section Military Skills Competition was 
conducted over a three day period in July 
which highlighted the best of the Battalion’s 
junior leadership, teamwork and infantry 
skills. As expected, the sections performed 
to a high standard. Reconnaissance 
Surveillance and Sniper (RSS) Platoon’s 
CPL Daniel Flynn and his section proved 
superior. Subsequently, the Battalion’s Duke 
of Gloucester Cup team, led by RSS Section 
Commander CPL Johnson, fought hard for 
a solid third placing including winning the 
Royal Ulster Trophy for the falling plate 
shooting component. 

In summary, the 6th Battalion has had 
a highly successful year in maintaining 
contingency force responsibilities, training 
in demanding Infantry and combined-arms 
operations, and sustaining the regimental 
customs and traditions synonymous with 
the Battalion. Although the Battalion has 
now transitioned into the Reset Phase of the 
Force Generation Cycle, the work has not 
stopped. �e Battalion has begun its course 
period running the Reconnaissance, Mortar, 
Direct Fire Support Weapons and Signals 
Basic Courses. 2017 will also see the re-
establishment of the Assault Pioneer Platoon 
capability as the Battalion grows depth in its 
specialist trades. Other key events include 
commemorating the 50th Anniversary of 
Operation Bribie on the 17th February 
2017 – another signi�cant action of the 
Battalion’s �rst tour of Vietnam. As such, the 
future is bright and Battalion is relishing the 
challenges ahead. 2017 promises to be an 
exceptional year in the 6th Battalion!

7 RAR 2016 
CO : LTCOL D. McCammon, DSM
RSM: WO1 M. M. Bold

�is has been an incredibly active and 
rewarding year for the 7th Battalion, with a 
range of operational and contingency tasks. 
As 7 RAR has transitioned into the ready 
Battalion we have provided Army with 
capability across four di�erent locations 
(Iraq, Afghanistan, Malaysia and Australia), 
including a Combat Team at reduced Notice 
to Move.

Iraq.  During May, elements of 7 RAR 
deployed to Iraq as part of Task Group 
Taji – Rotation 3, with formal Transfer 
of Authority on 3 June 2016. TGT-3 is a 
combined Australian-New Zealand force 
located at Taji Military Complex northwest of 
Baghdad. TG Taji supports an international 
e�ort to train and build the capacity of 
regular Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) to defeat 
Daesh and secure Iraq.  �e Task Group 
consists of around 300 ADF personnel, 
alongside around 110 New Zealand Defence 
Force personnel, comprising trainers, force 
protection, support and command elements. 
�e bulk of Australian personnel are from 7 
RAR, which acted as Mounting Unit for the 
rotation

TGT-3 knew the tempo of training was 
largely out of our hands – the pipeline of 
training audiences would depend largely 
on negotiations and imperatives at the 
higher levels of government and military 
leadership. We were prepared for a steady 
�ow of opportunistic training audiences and 
the occasional larger formational audience, 
or a busier load with a constant stream of 
formation audiences. Happily, TGT-3 has 
experienced more of the latter.

TGT-3 delivers combat training, focusing 
on the basic war�ghting skills that will best 
prepare Iraqi soldiers to defeat Daesh in 
direct combat and keep Iraqi soldiers alive. 
�is has included training on US weapons 
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that make our way of doing business work 
for us, which would make their methods 
dysfunctional if emulated too closely. 
For example, the Iraqi Army cannot rely 
on its NCO corps the way most Western 
armies can – Iraq’s education standards 
and wider culture would need to change 
dramatically – has broad implications for 
tactical employment of squads and platoons. 
Adapting to these qualitative di�erences is 
essential when training indigenous forces.

During TGT-3’s rotation, the Commonwealth 
changed policy regarding where and whom 
Australian forces can train. Not only can 
we now train Iraqi Army, but Iraqi Security 
Forces generally – including Federal Police. 
And not only can we train at Taji Military 
Complex, but other secure Coalition bases 
too. �is �exibility will allow future rotations 
to maximise opportunities to contribute to 
the ultimate goals of defeating Daesh and 
securing Iraq for its people.

While our part in the �ght against Daesh is 
indirect, it is nonetheless essential, and we 
are very proud of the small part we’ve played 
in rolling back, defeating and hopefully 
someday eradicating Daesh and its brand of 
evil.

Alpha Company.   Alpha Company 
began 2016 with Exercise Boar’s Crawl 
in February, testing the retention of 
foundation war�ghting skills from 2015. 
Individual skills like shooting, navigation, 
battle �tness and weapon pro�ciency were 
tested for DOG Cup selection. Our sections 
and platoons conducted live �re ranges with 
a focus on small team manoeuvre and the 
integration of all platoon weapons. 

Alpha Company then deployed on Exercise 
Tiger’s Gallop to continue its development 
of basic soldier skills. �e �rst two weeks 
began with section manoeuvre, before 
progressing to company SOPs in complex 
terrain. �is included day and night live 
�re attacks from section to company level, a 

and equipment, marksmanship, urban 
TTPs, explosive hazards awareness, care of 
the battle casualty and �re and movement. 
Specialist training has included mortars, 
snipers and reconnaissance. 

Our trainers are required to master new 
weapon systems or subjects the day before 
unexpected training opportunities – always 
delivering practical training to a high 
standard with a focus on tangible outcomes. 
Our training is always informed by the most 
up to date intelligence on Daesh TTPs. 

We work with British specialists providing 
medical and IED awareness training. And 
with our American partners, we have 
equipped our training audiences for the 
�ght, particularly formations earmarked 
for the next Battle of Mosul. We have 
bioenrolled every soldier as a prerequisite 
for live �ring. So far we have trained over 
6,000 soldiers, with many more on the way, 
most of whom are on their way to take part 
in the recapture of Mosul.

TGT-3’s achievements have been testament 
to the hard work and professionalism of all 
our members – but particularly our junior 
o�cers and non-commissioned o�cers, 
who are at the forefront of training our Iraqi 
partner forces. Training indigenous forces 
calls for so� skills that infantry naturally 
possess: initiative, communication and 
interpersonal skills, resourcefulness and 
�exibility. As infanteers, training is what 
we do on a daily basis, particularly our 
junior o�cers and NCOs, who have proven 
themselves up to the challenge of training 
large audiences through linguists on diverse 
topics with little notice. 

Training indigenous forces is always a 
challenging mission. Training requires 
patience, open-mindedness and strong 
understanding of the training material. It 
is a constant challenge not to “mirror” our 
own methods onto the indigenous force. We 
must be mindful of the many assumptions 
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company blank assault on a village complex, 
and a day and night CT attack. �e continual 
improvement of Alpha Company displayed 
the bene�t of this progressive training, 
particularly the con�dence junior soldiers 
gained with live rounds and HE weapon 
systems. Soldiers and junior leaders gained 
a better understanding of what is required 
individually and within di�erent force 
structures.

Following Tiger’s Gallop, Exercise Predator’s 
Gallop emphasised Combat Team, Battle 
Group and Brigade operations as part 
of BG Lion. �is was an opportunity for 
commanders to practice the planning and 
coordination required within a Brigade. 
Alpha Company had the opportunity to 
continue its progression in a combined 
arms Brigade level assault on a dug-in 
enemy position with the support of 8/12 
REGT 155mm Artillery Battery, 1 ARMD 
assets including ASLAVs and M113s, and 
breaching assets from 1 CER. 

A�er completing these exercises, Alpha 
Company then completed Ready Battle 
Group (RBG) speci�c training at Exercise 
Ready Tiger, led by 5 RAR. �is training 
ensured Alpha Company was trained and 
competent for complex missions requiring 
specialist TTPs.

In late March to early April, Alpha Company 
conducted Helicopter Underwater Escape 
Training (HUET) followed by Chemical, 
Biological, Radioactive, and Nuclear 
(CBRN) training in Murray Bridge, SA. 
Alpha Company conducted Population 
Protection and Control (PPC) training. 
�e �rst week consisted of training JNCO’s 
in commanding their call signs to handle a 
variety of complex scenarios. �e scenarios 
included riots, vehicle escorts, obstacle 
crossings, using security dogs from 3 
SECFOR and various other non-lethal PPC 
situations. In the second week the soldiers 
were introduced to the training, with JNCO’s 
forming three Platoons. �e �nal activity 

saw each Platoon placed in a situation 
where they were outnumbered, against an 
aggressive crowd, and with real weapons 
against them. �e soldiers learnt important 
lessons in teamwork, communication and 
courage.

In late May, Alpha Company’s RBG 
speci�c training concluded in the Physical 
Employment Standards Assessment – 
Infantry (PESA-Inf) and Combat Shooting. 
Combat Shooting allowed soldiers to 
practice their skills in engagements from 
two to twenty �ve metres. �e soldiers were 
fortunate to have SASR personnel assisting 
in Combat Shooting training. Alpha gained 
a substantial amount of knowledge and 
experience from RBG speci�c training, 
preparing each soldier for the next two 
exercises to follow.

Alpha company participated in Exercise 
Predators Strike in early June, a culminating 
activity for 1st Brigade before Exercise 
Hamel 2016. Alpha Company was tested to 
ensure all of the training on Exercise Ready 
Tiger could be employed to a successful 
standard, with Stability Operations 
including PPC, Combat Shooting, and 
CBRN. Finally, the Company formed part 
of Battle Group Lion, commanded by the 
1st Armoured Regiment, to con�rm its 
Mechanised Infantry manoeuvre within a 
Brigade operation. 

Alpha Company continued to operate as a 
Mechanised Infantry Combat Team during 
Exercise Hamel 2016, conducted from late 
June to mid July, as part of BG Lion. Alpha 
Company had a United States Marine Corps 
(USMC) Platoon attached for the duration 
of the exercise, whilst detaching a platoon to 
a USMC Battalion. �e Platoon within the 
USMC Battalion operated within a Light 
Infantry Company, involved in numerous 
clandestine night moves and dawn assaults 
culminating in area defence of a key feature. 
It was a good learning experience for both 
organisations. While the fundamental 
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FPE-6 occupies three bases across the 
KBC, each supporting a di�erent element 
of Australia’s contribution to the Afghan 
mission. 

�e largest platoon is based at the Afghan 
National Army O�cer Academy (ANAOA) 
in the outlying ranges of western Kabul. 
ANAOA PL provides force protection 
to Australian and Coalition mentors, 
responsible for advising instructors at the 
academy. �e Platoon is aligned with UK 
infantry companies, currently the 1 Scots 
Regiment, and before that, the 2nd Gurkha 
Regiment. 
�e second FPE-6 platoon is located at 
Hamid Karzai International Airport (HKIA) 
in Northern Kabul City. HKIA PL provides 
force protection to key Australian mentor 
groups, as well as providing mobility to the 
Australian National Command and Support 
Element. �e platoon conducts a range of 
tasks throughout Kabul and Afghan Defence 
locations. 

�e �nal platoon is located at Headquarters 
Resolute Support (HQRS), at Kabul’s 
centre. HQRS PL provides force protection 
to mentors responsible for planning the 
RS mission and future operations. HQRS 
PL conducts the majority of their moves 
dismounted within the Green Zone. Many 
of these tasks therefore occur as �re teams, 
empowering junior commanders to plan 
and execute missions. Force protection 
members acting as guardian angels will 
o�en travel with their mentor around Kabul 
and Afghanistan. 

FPE-6 members must deal with fast streets 
and chaotic tra�c. �e soldiers of FPE-
6 have shown a dedication to their duties 
throughout their operation. �ey have 
had many opportunities to interact with 
coalition partners and ANDSF soldiers. 
�ese experiences and opportunities to 
contribute to important mentoring tasks 
have made FPE-6 a rewarding experience 
for all involved.
Future Operations.  Most of 7 RAR will 

principles of Land Warfare are the same for 
the Australian Army and the US Marines, 
the transaction of skills, SOPs and TTPs was 
invaluable.

�e �rst task for Alpha Company, as part of 
BG Lion, was Rear Area Security Operations 
(RASO), allowing the Brigade to posture 
for the next phase. Alpha Company then 
provided security to neighbouring Combat 
Teams and Battalions, cleared decisive 
terrain and postured the 1st Brigade to clear 
the town of Iron Knob. �e o�cers and 
soldiers learnt the di�culties and unique 
situations faced when operating as a Brigade.
Following Hamel, Alpha Company deployed 
in late August as the 115th rotation of 
Ri�e Company Butterworth in Malaysia, 
where Alpha Company is currently. �e 
soldiers recently completed the Jungle 
Training Phase, deploying to both Sik and 
Kulim National Park. Alpha Company 
learnt the fundamentals of Jungle Warfare 
and the means of surviving in the Jungle. 
Alpha Company is now focussed on RCB’s 
Range Phase as it prepares to deploy to 
the Malaysian Infantry School in Pulada. 
While there, the company will conduct 
ranges at the individual level, proceeding to 
Company level live �ring and 360º ranges 
in Singapore. �e rotation will �nish with 
Alpha Company working with the �ai 
Army as part of Exercise Chapel Gold.

Bravo Company.  In mid-June, Bravo 
Company deployed to Afghanistan as Force 
Protection Element – Rotation 6 (FPE-6) 
with the formal Transfer of Authority (ToA) 
occurring on 02 Jul 2016. 

FPE-6 is the national contribution of 117 
soldiers, consisting of Infantry, Medical, 
Intelligence, RAEME, Transport and 
Ordnance Corps members, currently based 
throughout the Kabul Base Cluster (KBC) in 
Afghanistan. �e role of FPE-6 is to provide 
force protection to Australian mentors 
and key personnel to support the NATO 
Resolute Support Mission of Train, Advise 
and Assist. 
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force concentrate in Adelaide over the �rst 
half of 2017, with another CT deploying 
to Afghanistan for FPE-7. While we have 
forces in Afghanistan during 2017, the 
focus will be operations, preparedness for 
contingencies and reconstituting the SIB 
orbat (particularly Support Coy). On FPE-
7’s return, the focus will switch to individual 
and collective training requirements in 
preparation for the readying phase of the 
force preparation cycle. 

Our o�cers and soldiers understand that 
operational deployments are just part of 
the new normal – while operations are 
what Army exists for, they should not 
detract from ongoing commitments to 
preparedness. �ere is no di�erence between 
an “operational” year and a “normal” year 
– operations are part of normalcy for a 
battalion in the RAR.

8/9 RAR 2016 
CO : LTCOL J. Hammett
RSM: WO1 M. Retallick, CSM

Over the last 12 months 8/9 RAR has been 
the most deployed Unit within the Army. 
Four Company sized force protection 
groups and one trainer/mentor group have 
rotated through either Afghanistan or 
Iraq. �is year has seen a large contingent 
from the Unit form the backbone of Task 
Group Taji II in support of Operation Okra. 
Concurrently, Alpha Company performed 
to high standards whilst deployed on 
Operation Highroad as Force Protection 
Element 5. �e rear details contingent still 
maintained a Battalion minus capability 
which supported a wide range of training 
and major exercise tasks. �e back end of 
the year has seen the Battalion regroup to 
conduct training and a number of activities.

Operation Okra, Iraq: 
Following the handover from Task Group 
Taji I (the force protection company of 
which was provided by Bravo Company 8/9 

A signi�cant amount of O�cers and NCOs, 
Commanded by CO 8/9RAR LTCOL Jim 
Hammett formed the Training Teams. 
�ese teams provided invaluable training 
to Brigades of the Iraqi Security Forces who 
subsequently took the �ght to the enemy 
and have since achieved signi�cant victories 
throughout Ramadi, Fallujah and Northern 
Iraq. �e Trainers developed an excellent 
reputation amongst the Coalition Units 
throughout the Taji Military Complex.

Operation Highroad, Afghanistan: 
In January Alpha Company 8/9RAR 
assumed the role of Force Protection Element 
5, taking over from Charlie Company 8/9 
RAR. Both Companies performed to a high 
standard, providing international renown 
to the Battalion. �ey made a di�erence to 
the Afghan people, their security and future 
prospects, by securing Australian Trainers, 
Mentors and Advisors operating as part of 
Task Group Afghanistan. In Kandahar the 
Afghan Army Corps was strengthened, 
enabled and improved in their ability to 
conduct independent operations. In Qargha 
the O�cer Training institution is continuing

RAR) in December 2015, 8/9 RAR �lled a 
wide range of roles within Task Group Taji 
II. Delta Company, raised speci�cally for 
the deployment, formed the basis of force 
protection within the Task Group. 

�e men and women of the Company 
carried out protect tasks, VIP escorts, Quick 
Reaction Force Tasks and responded to 
incidents as required. Company members 
performed to the high standards that are 
expected of soldiers in 8/9 RAR.
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the Battalion performing to its usual high 
standards.

�e remainder of the year will see the 
Battalion complete specialist courses before 
carrying out a sizeable freedom of entry 
and tattoo through Brisbane at the end of 
October. November and December will see 
the Battalion reconsolidating in preparation 
for the handover/takeover from LTCOL 
Jim Hammett to LTCOL Tony Bennett, 
a�er which the Battalion is looking forward 
to some well deserved and hard earned 
Christmas leave.  

Operation Highroad, Afghanistan: 
In January Alpha Company 8/9RAR 
assumed the role of Force Protection Element 
5, taking over from Charlie Company 8/9 
RAR. Both Companies performed to a high 
standard, providing international renown 
to the Battalion. �ey made a di�erence to 
the Afghan people, their security and future 
prospects, by securing Australian Trainers, 
Mentors and Advisors operating as part of 
Task Group Afghanistan. In Kandahar the 
Afghan Army Corps was strengthened, 
enabled and improved in their ability to 
conduct independent operations. In Qargha 
the O�cer Training institution is continuing 
to produce future Afghan leaders that will 
continue to �ght for the security of their 
country. In Kabul, Australian Advisors were 
secured outside the wire by Force Protection 
personnel, enabling them to create 
signi�cant e�ects at the highest levels of the 
Afghani government. �rough the e�orts of 
both Companies, the Australian mission in 
Afghanistan was steadfastly protected. �ey 
returned to Australia, justi�ably proud of 
their e�orts. 

Battalion Activities:
Whilst maintaining four operational 
rotations, the Battalion has maintained a 
signi�cant training tempo within Australia. 
�is has included support to a wide range 
of activities such as Exercise HAMEL 2015 
and 2016, Ri�e Company Butterworth 
and numerous other tasks. Since fully 
regrouping in August, the Battalion 
carried out Exercise MOROTAI. �e aim 
of Exercise MOROTAI was to refocus the 
Battalion on the traditional role of the 
Infantry a�er some 14 months spent in the 
Middle Eastern Area of Operations. �e 
Battalion deployed by night to Woodenbong 
NSW, which sits near Kyogle at the base of 
the border ranges. �e Companies carried 
out dismounted approach marches of up 
to 22km before conducting patrolling and 
o�ensive operations throughout sub-tropical 
rainforest trying to locate and destroy the 
enemy. �e Rams didn’t disappoint, with 
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School of Infantry 2016 
CO : LTCOL S. Morris, CSC
RSM: WO1 J. Stonebridge, BM, 
OAM

�e School of Infantry (SOI) has had a great 
year and continues to train approximately 
1000 Ri�emen a year for employment in 
the Royal Australian Regiment (RAR) and 
its normal quota of NCOs and o�cers on 
leadership, specialist and range quali�cation 
courses. In addition to SOI’s continued high 
training tempo, the School hosted the 2016 
Duke of Gloucester (DoG) Cup over the 
period 12 – 19 August 2016 and the RAIC 
Corps Conference, Corps Dinner and Royal 
Australian Regiment (RAR) Council over 
the weekend 19-21 August 2016. �e Corps 
Conference, the �rst in �ve years, was critical 
to the establishment of an aligned Corps 
position on important strategic issues such 
as the Joint Amphibious Capability, Land 
400, the new Military Shooting Continuum 
(MSC) and the relationship between 
Special Forces and General Purpose Forces 
(including the Infantry).

�e 2016 DoG Cup was once again closely 
contested with commendable performances 
by all teams representing the battalions of the 
RAR. It was notable that the team scores were 
the tightest in recent history. I congratulate 
the team from 3 RAR for their victory 
and wish them the best for the upcoming 
Cambrian Patrol. My congratulations also 
go to the recipients of all DoG Cup awards 
which were spread across the battalions and 
I would particularly like to acknowledge 
the competition’s Champion Soldier, PTE 
Nixon, from 2 RAR. It was once again 
an extremely well planned and executed 
competition, thanks to the expertise and 
hard work provided by WO1 Rob Munro 
(OIC DoG Cup), Tactics Wing and other 
SOI sta�. 
  
MAJ Tom Middleton will conclude his time 
as OC Depot Company in Dec 16 which has 
seen him oversee the training of one third 

of Army’s IET throughput over the past two 
years. �is exceptionally busy period would 
not have been possible were it not for the 
exceptionally dedicated and professional 
sta� of Depot Coy, including the many Non-
Platform Support Request (NPSR) sta� from 
the RAR battalions. �e School and I wish to 
again to express our sincere gratitude for the 
assistance that the battalions have provided 
to achieve this signi�cant DTR. 

Implemented in April 2015, Depot Coy has 
continued to enhance the success of the 
Infantry Integrated Combat (IIC) training 
package which is a close quarter �ghting 
system that was developed for use by 
Infantrymen. Derived from lessons learnt 
on operations, it is simple, instinctive and 
is conducted as an Infantryman �ghts: in 
Fighting or Patrol Order and as part of a team. 
IIC is based on a small number of ‘moves’, 
fully integrates with combat shooting, urban 
drills and bayonet �ghting and provides the 
Infantryman with a number of options to 
close with the enemy and use their weapon 
systems to kill or capture them. IIC gives 
the Infantryman the tools to survive and 
e�ectively engage the enemy in the 0-8m 
battle. �roughout this period, a dra� 
Doctrine Note has been utilised to facilitate 
the training. Close liaison is occurring 
with the Special Forces Training Centre, 
who sponsor Special Forces Integrated 
Combat training, to ensure that the �nalised 
Doctrine Note contains modern and up-to-
date techniques and procedures which will 
be released by the end of this year.

Tactics Wing has continued its busy battle 
rhythm conducting multiple Regimental 
O�cers Basic (ROBC), Sub 2 SGT and Sub 
2 WO (CSM) courses. MAJ Tony Swinsburg 
and his team have invested a signi�cant 
amount of time to develop and innovate 
these courses, in particular through the 
use of simulation, simpli�ed and work 
speci�c student deliverables and abridged 
assessment criteria. Perhaps the most 
signi�cant enhancement is the conduct of 
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the �rst ROBC / Sub 2 SGT Combined Arms 
Activity to be conducted in Puckapunyal in 
October 2016. �is will see these courses 
join a SoARMD course, supported by 
SoARTY instructors, to train in a combined 
arms environment which is a signi�cant 
achievement of coordination and improved 
training design. 

Range Quali�cation Team have continued to 
train students on ADF Range Quali�cation 
and Senior Range Instructors courses with 
a key focus on the planning and conduct of 
realistic and risk accepting range practices. 
�e adoption of reduced safety measures 
in accordance with Chapter 15 of Range 
Regulations, enhanced by the use of 
simulation, is greatly supporting the positive 
cultural change in the conduct of realistic, 
safe and challenging live �re practices.

In its second year since being re-raised, 
Specialist Wing has conducted multiple 
Sniper Team Leader, Sniper Supervisor, 
DFSW O�cer/NCO, Reconnaissance 
O�cer/NCO and Assault Pioneer O�cer/
NCO courses. WEF Jan 17, Specialist Wing 
will raise the Combat Shooting Cell (CSC). 
�e CSC will be responsible for the roll 
out of new combat shooting instructor and 
basic training packages to be conducted 
at the School and within the Combat 
Brigades. �e CSC will be the lead for the 
institutionalisation of combat shooting 
within Forces Command. 

�e School is also supporting the AHQ led 
MSC Trial, where 50 ri�eman trainees will 
shoot the new Ri�e Practices (RP) each 
week from October 2016 until February 
2017. �e MSC has been designed for use 
with current technology, incorporating the 
day and night capabilities of new enhanced 
sighting, thermal imaging, and weapon 
systems and is set to replace the Live Fire 
practices with new RPs. Currently, the MSC 
consists of eight RPs, ranging from 50m – 
600m. �ese practices have been designed 

to test a soldier’s marksmanship skills to the 
maximum e�ective range of the new EF88 
from all conventional �ring positions. �e 
two assessment RPs, 3A – All Corps Standard 
and 6A – Tier 2 Dismount Standard, are 
designed to fully test a soldier’s ability to 
e�ectively employ their weapon system, 
incorporating all ranges to 300m (3A) and 
600m (6A) with multiple, moving and rapid 
realignment targets, multiple exposures 
and all conventional �ring positions. In 
conjunction with the Trial results from 1 
RTB and 1 RAR, it is anticipated the MSC 
will be introduced into wider Army and 
Defence from early 2018. 

Overall, the School remains in good shape 
and continues to perform extremely well 
during a prolonged high tempo period. I 
would again like to extend my appreciation 
to all sta�, SOI and NPSR, who have 
invested their signi�cant time and e�ort 
into providing the battalions with pro�cient 
ri�emen, strong leadership and range 
training, and skilled specialist soldiers. I 
would also like to thank again the RAR 
Foundation for their continued support to 
the School and the Regiment.

Duty First
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Lieutenant T Friend
Private S Garritty
Private AG Gawne
Lieutenant Colonel J George
Major RI George
Colonel MS Goodyer
Sergeant MJ Greenhatch
Lance Corporal SWG Gregory
Major PG Greive
Lieutenant Colonel IM Guild
Major L Helmrich
Private LJ Hill
Lieutenant Colonel HP Hoebee
Captain SW Holmes
�e late Major General JC Hughes
General DJ Hurley
Lieutenant Colonel TDR James
Lieutenant Colonel CA Johnston
Private D Johnston
Major General MJ Keating
Major DT Kemp
Mr KM Kipping
Major GM Knowles
Private LM Krause
Lance Corporal GR Lang
Colonel E Lenaghan
WO1 BP Lynch
Private KM Lynch
Mr CJ Mayhew
Mr L McAulay
Captain N McCarthy
Major MR McFarland
Private R McKenna
Private CD McKillop
Private J McNeilly
Mr DG Mitchell
Major General AJ Molan
Lieutenant Colonel S Moore-Wilton
Mr JD O’Shea
Corporal SP O’Shea
Major LT Partridge
Major SA Peachey
Lieutenant Colonel MB Pears
Major General PR Phillips
Private B Potter
Major ISA Power
Private S Preston
Lance Corporal JL Prewett
Lieutenant Colonel T Ramage
Private JA Reece
Sergeant BA Reid

Private MJ Robinson
Private MA Rogers
Lieutenant Colonel JB Rowland
Warrant O�cer Class One CW Russell
Mr J Sarks
Sergeant RA Schrader
Sergeant A Scott
Brigadier BA Scott
Warrant O�cer Class one JR Sheahan
Brigadier JJ Shelton
CPL J Shirdon
�e late Warrant O�cer Class Two AP Siggers
Major DA Siggers
Colonel TA Simkin
Mr M Skennar
Captain TS Slatter
Lieutenant Colonel BA Smith
Lieutenant Colonel CR Smith
Private JN Sorraghan
Captain GR Sowiak
Captain R Spackman
Captain AE Sparkes
Warrant O�cer Class Two SG St Clair
Major MW Stevens
Mr J Stringfellow
Private DB Sullivan
�e late Colonel R Sutton
Lieutenant Colonel IC Teague
Warrant O�cer Class One JC �ies
Lieutenant Colonel AK Treble
Private DJ Underwood
Captain AB Vanden Hengel
Warrant O�cer Class Two RS Varcoe
Mr AR Vockler
Major JCM Walters
Major R W Weir
Mr L V Westende
Major General SVL Willis
Sergeant MS Woodney

Warrant O�cer Class One DJ Allen
Sergeant IR Anderson
�e late Colonel JD Andrew
Brigadier C G Appleton
Private BG Arnold
Colonel WJ Austin
Major D Baker
Private JC Baldwin
Lt Col A V Balmaks 
Lieutenant Colonel MB Bassingthwaighte
Warrant O�cer Class Two BA Bates
General Sir P Bennett
Lieutenant Colonel MJ Birtles
Brig J P Blain
Major General M Blake
Mrs M Bolton
Brigadier MD Bornholt
�e late Mr JR Brazell
Private ML Brock
Captain J Brook
�e late WO1 R Bucknell
Private DP Carrick
Mr WER Carter
Private ML Casey
Sergeant P Chang
Private JR Charteris-Pierce
Colonel JM Church
Lieutenant Colonel DS Clarke
Private SA Clarke
Commander DE Clinch
Major General A Clunies-Ross
Warrant O�cer Class One SA Colman
Major GJ Colton
Sgt RS Condon
Maj T Conn
Corporal R Cooper 
General Sir PJ Cosgrove
Major SN Cro�
Major C Cromhout
Major GA Crosland
Major T Daniels
Warrant O�cer Class One IA D’Arcy
Major M De�na
Colonel JC Dittmar
Private CC Donaghue
Captain JM Donohoe
Dr C Ellery
Warrant O�cer Class One AJ Feige
Brigadier CA Field
Private SP Finnigan
Private BJ Forner

CORPORATE SPONSORS
Spearpoint Solutions & Technology Pty Ltd

NATIONAL BENEFACTORS
�e late Mrs Shirley East

Mr PJ Flower
Mr WJ Forrest

BENEFACTORS
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MAJ J Bywater
MR IJ Cahill
MAJ GEN JG Caligari 
LT COL MJ Callan
WO2 J Callcott
PTE MJ Cameron
LT COL IT Campbell
LT GEN AJ Campbell
PTE DP Carrick
LCPL CL Carrigan
COL MJ Carroll
MR WER Carter
CAPT PM Carter
�e late MR RG Carter
PTE ML Casey
LCPL GT Castro
BRIG SF Caughey
PTE J Cavanagh
PTE LJ Challenger
SGT P Chang
PTE JR Charteris-Pierce
�e late COL DA Chinn
LT COL EA Chitham 
COL JM Church 
CAPT JH Clark
�e late COL LG Clark
�e late PTE JM Clark
LT COL DS Clarke
PTE SA Clarke
CMDR DE Clinch
MAJ GEN A Clunies-Ross 
WO1 GA Cochrane 
BRIG FK Cole
WO1 SA Colman
MAJ GJ Colton
SGT RS Condon
MAJ T Conn  
MAJ GEN JM Connolly  
�e late MR C Constable
LT COL MJ Constable
CAPT DA Cook
MAJ TJ Cook
CPL R Cooper
PTE ML Cope
�e late HON D Corcoran 
CAPT GJS Cornelia
GEN Sir PJ Cosgrove
MAJ MA Coutts
LT COL S Cra�er
PTE B Creek
MAJ SN Cro�
MAJ C Cromhout
CAPT RT Crooks
MAJ GA Crosland
SSGT R Cross
�e late REV MONS GA Cudmore
MAJ R Curtis 
MR LA Cusack
PTE AR Cuthbert
�e late LT GEN SIR T Daly
MAJ T Daniels

 MAJ GEN PJ Abigail 
 PTE TJ Adams
 �e late LT COL CJ Adamson
 WO1 DJ Allen
 PTE MJ Allmark
 �e late MR RA Anderson
 CAPT WM Anderson
 SGT IR Anderson
 CPL ON Anderson
 �e late COL JD Andrew
 MR A Ang
 PTE NS Anthony
 BRIG CG Appleton
 LT CR Armitage
 MAJ GEN PM Arnison 
 PTE BG Arnold
 WO DM Ashley 
 COL WJ Austin
 LT COL GM Bagot 
 PTE RA Bailey
 MAJ D Baker
 PTE JV Baker
 PTE JC Baldwin
 LT COL A V Balmaks
 LCPL D Barnett
 LTCOL PJ Barta
 LT COL MB Bassingthwaite
 WO2 BA Bates
 CAPT JD Bathgate
 REV JS Belmonte
 WO2 JM Bennett
 CAPT CJ Bennett
 GEN Sir PH Bennett
 MAJ SN Bernardo
MAJ AR Birch
LT COL MJ Birtles
BRIG JP Blain
MAJ GEN M Blake
COL J Blaxland
MR DJ Blazely
MRS M Bolton
�e late MR S Bombell
PTE GK Bootsma
BRIG MD Bornholt
MAJ S Boscato
�e late LT COL H Bowman
LT COL SW Brain
PTE T Bray
�e late MR JR Brazell
PTE M Brennan
COL R Brett
MR RJ Briggs
PTE ML Brock
CAPT J Brook
MR N Brown
MAJ R Brown
�e late WO1 R Bucknell
CAPT MS Bunker
�e late MR RA Bunting
MAJ RN Bushby
CAPT T Butcher

LIFE GOVERNORS

WO1 JJ Daniels
�e late COL PD D’Arcy
WO1 IA D’Arcy
LT COL JE Davidson
�e late MR FW Dean
LCPL A Dean
MAJ MR Deer
MAJ MJ De�na
MR LA Deglmann
�e late BRIG JPA Deighton
COL P Desmond
MAJ SR Dickie
MAJ M Dirago
COL JC Dittmar 
LT TI Dobbs
PTE RJ Dodd
WO2 S Doevendans
PTE OS Doig
PTE CC Donaghue
CAPT JM Donohoe
MR RJ Doolan
MR WF Douglass
WO2 GG Doyle
LT COL CH Ducker 
WO2 S Duggan
�e late MR H Dunkley
BRIG SJ Dunn
�e late COL CHA East
�e late MRS S East
LT COL AJ Egan
PTE DR Ejlak
DR C Ellery
COL M Elliott
LTCOL JM Elwin
BRIG J Essex-Clark
LT GEN M Evans
PTE K Fabreschi
COL Kahlil Fegan
WO1 AJ Feige
WO2 JG Ferguson
BRIG CA Field
BRIG A Findlay
CAPT JA Finger
PTE SP Finnigan
�e Hon TA Fischer
MR CE Fitzgerald
MAJ MP Flanagan
SGT SD Flatman
BRIG RS Flint
MR PJ Flower
COL QL Flowers
PTE A Ford
PTE BJ Forner
MR WJ Forrest
PTE NJ Forster
�e late WO BW Foster
CAPT D Foster
CAPT JT Frankcombe
PTE JJ Franklin
COL DG Franklin 
MAJ KS Fraser
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LT CN Fraser
PTE TJ Freitag
MAJ DM French
MAJ GEN JJ Frewen
LT TD Friend
SGT JR Fulford
COL SL Gabriel 
WO1 WJ Gall
COL AD Gallaway
MAJ Z Gamble
MAJ TJ Gardiner
CPL AD Gardner
COL ME Garraway 
PTE S Garritty
�e late WO2 N Gathercole
PTE AJ Gatt
PTE AG Gawne
MAJ RI George
LTCOL J George 
�e late MR E Gi�n
PTE B Gillard
WO1 AB Gillman 
LT TA Glover
LT COL SC Goddard
CAPT GL Godkin
�e late LT COL JB Godwin
MAJ G Goldsmith
COL DV Goldsmith 
PTE MR Goodwin
LT AR Goodwin
COL MS Goodyer
MAJ TJ Gordon
MAJ DH Gosman
BRIG SC Gould
CAPT PW Graham
MR JW Grant
PTE KG Grealy
COL PN Greenhalgh 
SGT MJ Greenhatch
CAPT KV Greenwood
LCPL SW Gregory
MAJ PG Greive
BRIG LR Greville
LTCOL JS Groat
LT COL IM Guild 
MAJ PF Ham
MAJ GR Hansen
LT COL JC Harding 
�e late CPL R Harper-Green
WO1 LJ Hart
�e late GEN Sir F Hassett
MAJ DN Hasson
�e late COL JB Healy
LT COL KD Heany
BRIG IJC Hearn
WO2 DM Heaslip
CAPT C Heath
MAJ EJ Hedges
MAJ L Helmrich 
PTE DA Heyne
LCPL JA Hill
PTE LJ Hill
LT COL AJ Hocking
LT BE Hodge
LT COL HP Hoebee
CPL R Hogno

MAJ J Hohnen
BRIG TH Holland
PTE DG Holloway
CAPT LD Holloway
CAPT SW Holmes
PTE SE Hopkins
PROF DM Horner 
SGT G Howard
MAJ GEN BW Howard 
WO1 GL Hughes
�e late MAJ GEN JC Hughes 
�e late MAJ GEN RL Hughes 
GEN DJ Hurley
COL JM Hutcheson
�e late BRIG OD Jackson
COL BN James
MR A James
LT COL TDR James
MAJ CS James
�e late MAJ GEN WB James 
MAJ GEN PM Je�ery 
WO2 MJ Jelinek
LT BP Johanson
CAPT CA Johnson
LTCOL CA Johnston
PTE D Johnston
CAPT CJ Johnston
WO2 AG Johnstone
PTE D Jones
MR J Joycey
PTE SL Kaylinger
MAJ GM Keating
MAJ GEN MJ Keating 
CPL D Keighran 
MAJ GEN MA Kelly 
PTE S Kempe
LCPL S Kennealy
SGT GJ Kermode
PTE WB Kidd
LT COL DJ Kilcullen
CAPT J Kleinman
MR KM Kipping 
MAJ GM Knowles
PTE LM Krause
PTE CG Lacey
�e late PTE M Lambert
SEN J Lambie
�e late COL H M Lander
PTE DL Landt-Isley 
LCPL GR Lang
COL PJ Langford
COL JO Langtry 
CAPT TM Larter
CAPT DP Lea
LT GEN PF Leahy 
LT COL MD Lean
CAPT CJ Leeds
COL P Leeson
COL EP Lenaghan
CAPT A Lenard
SGT RJ Lewin
CPL TJ Lewis
WO2 BJ Lipman
PTE SR Livori
LT COL AD Lowe
MAJ DD Lowson

PTE KM Lynch
WO1 BP Lynch
LT COL IB Mackay
BRIG M Mahy
�e late COL DJ Mannett
PTE AP Marks
PTE M Maroge
CAPT J Martin
MR CJ Mayhew
MR L McAulay
CAPT MK McBride
MAJ JF McCa�ery
LT COL DW McCammon
�e late LT COL A McCann
CAPT N McCarthy
MAJ DS McCarthy
�e late LT COL EM McCormick 
MAJ D McDaniel
�e late LT COL KV McDermott
MAJ MR McFarland 
�e late LT PJ McKay
LT COL GJ McKay 
PTE R McKenna
LT COL DK McKerral
PTE CD McKillop
PTE E McLachlan
CPL AJK McNeil
PTE J McNeilly
WO1 SB McPhee
PTE H McRobbie
COL DJ Mead
MR TJ Meissner
CAPT BA Michelberg
PTE AP Middleton
COL CG Miles
MR DG Mitchell  
MAJ AC Mitchell-Taylor 
MAJ GEN AJK Molan
�e late MRS P Montgomerie
WO2 CD Moore
LTCOL S Moore-Wilton
�e late MAJ RJ Moran
CPL AR Moran
PTE M Morris
�e late MAJ GEN AL Morrison
LT COL MC Morrison
LT GEN DL Morrison 
�e late BRIG WJ Morrow
CAPT C Moss
LT COL M Mumford 
WO1 DJ Murch
FATHER GJ Murphy
WO2 M Murphy
LT COL MJ Musgrave
PTE MB Nelson
�e late LTCOL the Hon KE Newman
MAJ GEN M PJ O’Brien 
�e late LT COL BS O’Dowd 
MR P Oldham
CAPT RU Omagi
MAJ RJ O’Neill
WO2 JP Osborne
CPL SP O’Shea  
MR J D O’Shea 
LCPL AN Osis
�e late LT COL EJ O’Sullivan
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MAJ LT Partridge
PTE DL Pate
LT COL J Patten-Richens
AVM JA Paule
MAJ SA Peachey
MAJ KG Pearce
LT COL MB Pears
SGT R Peck
LT COL AT Pembroke 
CPL LIL Perkins
CPL AJ Peters
LCPL MC Pettett
BRIG EF P�tzner
CAPT MJ Phillips
MAJ GEN PR Phillips 
WO1 SL Podobnik
�e late LT COL HW Pope
PTE B Potter
CPL D Powell
MAJ ISA Power 
PTE B Pownall
PTE S Preston
LCPL JL Prewett
MAJ PF Prickett
CAPT BA Pronk
�e late MR TE Prosser
�e late FATHER PJ Quilty
PTE J Quinn
LTCOL T Ramage
CAPT AJ Rankin
MAJ D Read
PTE JA Reece
WO2 RM Rees
SGT BA Reid 
MR G Reidy
WO2 M Rice
BRIG JH Robbins
PTE SB Roberts
PTE MJ Robinson  
LT COL IJ Robinson 
MAJ AL Rock
WO2 AP Rogers
CPL MA Rogers
SGT CJ Rogers
CPL CE Rohse
LCPL SM Rosie
LT COL JB Rowland
LT COL MA Rozzoli
LT COL JC Rule
WO1 CW Russell
�e late WO1 BM Ryan
WO1 KM Ryan 
MR D Sabben
PTE B Salm
MR J Sarks
MAJ SB Sarlin
COL RA Sayce 
MAJ PA Scanlan
PTE OJ Scanlon
LT COL AM Schaper
MAJ KW Scheuermann
SGT RA Schrader
BRIG BA Scott
SGT A Scott
CPL WD Scott
COL FP Scott

MAJ  RA Scutchings
�e late WO1 J Selmes 
VERY REV A Sempell
MAJ GEN JJ Sengelman 
BRIG DG Sharp
MAJ MF Shea
WO1 JR Sheahan
BRIG JA Sheldrick
BRIG JJ Shelton
CPL J Shirdon
WO1 AP Shore
�e late WO2 AP Siggers
MAJ DA Siggers 
COL JA Simeoni
�e late BRIG MB Simkin
COL TA Simkin 
COL PK Singh
LCPL TM Singelton
MR M Skennar
MR R Slater
MAJ GEN MD Slater 
CAPT TS Slatter
MR P Slattery
MRS M Smethurst
MAJ GEN NR Smethurst 
MR KA Smith
MR DR Smith
BRIG SL Smith
MAJ JMB Smith
LT COL BA Smith
LT JD Smith
MR IB Smith
LT COL DJ Smith
MAJ GEN MG Smith 
LT COL CR Smith 
WO1 RE Smith 
MAJ AMF Somerville
MAJ DM Sommers
MAJ PG Stammers
SGT JN Sorraghan
CAPT GR Sowiak
CAPT R Spackman
CAPT AE Sparkes
WO2 SG St Clair
MAJ PG Stammers
PTE LM Stapely
PTE SP Starling
PTE S Steer
MR R Stein
MAJ MW Stevens
�e late MAJ LA Stewart
LT COL JM Stewart
LT COL WB Stothart 
�e late MAJ GEN AB Stretton 
MR J Stringfellow
CAPT C Stuart
COL SA Stuart
CAPT SG Sullivan
PTE DB Sullivan
�e late COL R Sutton
MR J Swain
REV HM Swinbourn 
MR CH Swinbourn 
PTE AJ Taylor
LT COL IC Teague
�e late MR H Tedaldi

WO1 JC �ies
PTE JC �ompson
LT SA �ompson
COL NL �ompson 
�e late WO1 WTC �ompson 
�e late BRIG the Hon D 
�omson
COL RA Tiller
�e late COL CM Townsend
LT COL AK Treble
CAPT AD Trembath
WO1 D Trill
CAPT M Tull
�e late MR KG Turbayne
MAJ KPJ Tyrrell
COL NJ Underwood
PTE DJ Underwood
CAPT AB Vanden Hengel
WO2 RS Varcoe
MR AR Vockler
MR MB Von Berg
COL GR Wainwright
PTE AJ Wallis
MAJ JCM Walters
MAJ SC Ward
CAPT RJ Watchorn
WO2 D Waterston 
MR J Watt
BRIG NH Weekes
�e late BRIG SP Weir
MAJ RW Weir
LT COL NW Welch 
WO1 DJ Welsh
WO2 A West 
MR LV Westende 
SGT DL Wilkins
CAPT MJ Williams
CPL SM Williams
GEN SVL Willis 
MAJ GEN RG Wilson 
CPL MD Wood
WO1 SE Wood
PTE KJ Woodley
SGT MS Woodney
WO KJ Woods 
MR E Woodward
CAPT BL Woolmer
SGT JJ Wootton
CAPT J Worthington
CAPT AC Zimmerle
2 RAR Assoc Inc
2/32nd Bn AIF Assn
5 RAR Assoc 
8 RAR Assoc Inc
9 RAR Assoc Inc
Central Southern District 
Council of the RSL
Larkforce 2/22nd Bn 
RAR Assoc NT
RAR Assoc QLD
Western Metro. District Council 
of the RSL
Women’s Auxillary Port Kembla 
RSL
Women’s Auxillary Wollongong 
RSL
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